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THE BACTRIAN CAMEL.
The Bactrian camel, 65 in number, which reached San Francisco in July last per schooner Carolina E. Footo, from the Amoor river, and which still remain in our neighborhood, deserve much more attention than they have as yet received. Not so much because they come from the far interior of Asia, and are curiosities in themselves, as they entitled to consideration; but we think that the animal will yet be acclimated in America, and that the present importation is only the first of a series of private ventures, which will eventually result in giving to the United States a domestic animal of great value and importance. It was supposed by Mr. Otto Esche, the importer of the present herd, that they were well adapted for the transportation of goods from point to point in the mining regions, or, if not there, certainly on the sandy plains which are found between the Sierra Nevada and Salt Lake, and on the desert wastes which make up the southern portions of the United States territories from San Bernardino across to El Paso. It seems, indeed, to have been the intention of establishing a Camel Express from California to Salt Lake, and, if the animals were found well adapted to the country, to extend it as far east as Missouri. This, however, no trial has been made of; and, with the exception of a few days of exhibition for the benefit of the German Benevolent Society, they have attracted but little public attention.

Owing to the want of proper accommodations on the vessel, the animals reached San Francisco in very poor condition, lean, meager, and with their double humps shrivelled down to mere skinny sacks, which hung in flabby ugliness over their sides. Even when in the best condition, the camel can not be called a beautiful animal; but it is doubly or trebly ugly, when in ill condition. An attempt is now being made to bring them back to their pristine vigor and health by sending them out to pasture near the Mission Dolores; but what effect the unaccustomed Californian diet will produce, and what the final result of the camel enterprise is as a whole will be, remains to be seen. Enough, however, has been done, and the interests of the country are sufficiently at stake, to justify us in taking a Californian interest in the welfare and general prospects of the distinguished strangers. We have therefore presented above the portrait of one of our Camel Pioneers, confident, or at least hoping, that the picture as we give it, with Californian surroundings, will not be an unfrequent one in future views of our State.

The Bactrian or two-humped camel differs in various respects from the Arabian or one-humped camel, numbers of which were imported by the Government from Smyrna in Asia Minor a few years ago, and which have attracted much national attention. There were, among the Government importations, several Bactrians; but they were lost, and we believe that these now Californian specimens are the only ones in America. They are much more heavily built, of stouter limbs and much stronger animals than the Arabian camel. Their uselessness as beasts of burden, is generally regarded as limited, on account of the difficulty of loading them, but this can easily be overcome by Yankee ingenuity. They can, moreover, be used with much success as draught animals; and owing to their great powers of endurance and peculiar adaptation to desert countries, would without doubt be found of great value in those sections of our country for which they were intended. If the Government or some public spirited institution could but devote the proper care to the subject, we have every reason to believe that they will become good beasts of burden in the desert.
to believe that the importation of camels into America would lead to results second only to the importation of horses and cattle; neither of which, it is to be collected, were native to the western hemisphere. We can see no good reason why the camel, which is quite as useful in its place as the horse or the cow, can not be naturalized, quite as well as they.

Much of the information given about the camel in the early books on natural history is incorrect; and if we trust entirely to the reading of our boyhood we will have very erroneous ideas in regard to the character and peculiarities of the animal. It is not, as is generally supposed, peculiarly adapted to the torrid zone; but on the contrary it suffers quite as much from great heat as it does from intense cold. It is truly better calculated for deserts and level countries; but it can very successfully cross ranges of mountains even when they are covered with snow and ice. Its feet, which are generally supposed to be soft and velvety, hided only for sandy traveling, are clothed with thick and leathery skin, as tough as horn, and calculated quite as well for sharp stones and flinty ground as for the sandy wastes of the desert. It moves with embarrassment in wet and slippery places; and frequently, when driven over such spots, is obliged, whenever its hump is removed, to split, by the straddling of its hind legs. The Bactrian, however, is much better calculated to cross such places than its cousin of Arabia.

The speed of the camel has been generally overestimated. The dromedary, a "fast" variety of the Arabian camel, can indeed travel a hundred miles in a day on an emergency; but the ordinary rate does not exceed fifty miles. Loaded camels do not usually travel more than thirty miles a day; and loads "tell upon" quite as much as upon other animals. The ordinary load of a strong camel does not exceed 600 pounds; short distances, say a mile or so, a strong camel will carry from 1,000 to 1,200 pounds; but the fast dromedary will not carry over 300 pounds. The gait depends, almost as much as that of the horse, upon training; and to make a good rider much care and attention are necessary.

The great advantages in using camels in certain portions of our country are their adaptability for making long journeys and passing over wide tracts of desert, where there is a scarcity of food and water; the cheapness of keeping them, and the length of time for which they are serviceable. At four years of age they can commence carrying loads, and they continue of use till twenty or twenty-five; but they may be said to be in their prime only from their fifth to their tenth or twelfth year. They eat and thrive upon almost every kind of vegetation that grows. They like to gather their own food, and will eat almost anything, thistles, prickly-poor leaves and thorny weeds, which are too dry and useless for any other hand but a desert. A very little also goes a great distance, and owing to the hump, which may be pronounced one of the greatest "institutions" in the animal creation, the camel is enabled to lay up an ample supply of food at the start, to last a long time. The hump, together with the water reservoir of the stomach, justifies the use of the term often given to the camel, of being "the ship of the desert," carrying us it does stores of food and drink for use on the journey. The hump is composed of gelatinous fat, very plump when the animal is in good condition, and seems to be intended for no other purpose than to supply food, by reabsorption, when other sustenance fails. It is not necessary to the animal's vitality: on the contrary it is said to have been often opened and large portions of the fat cut away, without in any manner in-
jurin or affection the general health of the animal. The condition of the camel is judged from the appearance of the hump: and in the case of the Bactrians, which arrived here in July, the most casual observer could observe by looking at the lean and shrivelled humps that they were in very bad plight. After long and painful journeys, it is not unusual to see a camel with very little or no appearance of a hump or humps. The water reservoir is a peculiar vault of cavities or cells, which contain some twenty or more pints of water, or of a pure and drinkable secretion resembling it.

The camel is a chewer of the cud; its flesh resembles beef; it is more tender; and its milk can hardly be distinguished either in color or taste from cow's milk. It is subject to nearly the same diseases as cattle, and it is supposed that a good cow-doctor would be able to prescribe successfully for camels.

Much amusement has been afforded late students of natural history by a curious discussion which was once carried on in relation to the seven calcities, which are seen upon the camel, and upon which it rests when lying down. One party seriously contended that they were not natural, but had been produced by ill treatment and hard usage through a series of ages; while the other party considered it necessary to quite as zealously and warmly argue the contrary. The calcities were given to the camel from the time of its original creation quite as certainly as was its hump, its stomach, its split nose, and the curious power it has of closing its nostrils.

In character the camel is generally gentle, submissive and patient to the will of man; but sometimes more or less "stubborn." Some are even trained for the arena or prize-fighting. Their contests, however, are rather amusing than dangerous; though sometimes they break each other's legs. Fighting, indeed, is not unnatural to them; for when two strange males meet, where there are females, they wrestle for the supremacy; and the conquered one over afterwards acknowledges his inferiority by not so much as daring to look at a female.

It remains for actual experiment to determine which of the two species of camels is best adapted to the United States. Very likely one species will be found best for one region or one kind of service and another for another; and the male camel or hybrid cross of the Bactrian male upon the Arabian female may just as well combine the power of the former, with the one hump and quicker movement of the latter in Asia as in America. For crossing the plains the Arabian would perhaps be best; for the hilly regions of California, probably the larger and hardier Bactrian, whose ordinary size is about seven feet and a half high, ten feet long and nine or ten feet around the body over the front hump. The weight of the animals is about two thousand pounds. Much valuable information concerning the camel and the history of the camel enterprise by the United States Government is to be found scattered through the reports to the Secretary of War on the subject, printed in 1857, to which we are in part indebted for the information herein given.

SUBTERRANEAN HEAT.—The Los Angeles Star relates that the sulphur springs at Temescal have undergone a change of late, which, if taken in connection with the disappearance of other springs in that vicinity, would seem to indicate some subterranean disturbance. The great spring, used for bathing, has become much hotter, with a greatly increased volume; while a small spring, a few yards distant, has not only increased, but becomes occasionally hot—it being formerly icy cold.
The engraving represents the position and appearance of the ill-fated Steamer Granada, which was wrecked upon the rocks at Fort Point on the night of October 13th. The drawing was made a week after the disaster, and was taken from the door of the light-house at the Fort. The bluffs are seen on the left and the line of Point Lobos beyond. The strained appearance of the vessel, or the sinking of the bow and stern, called in nautical parlance “hogging,” is as fairly represented as could be in a view from the bow.

The Granada was—we can already speak of it in the past tense—was a vessel of about 1400 tons, six years old, and had been running in the line between Aspinwall and Havana. She was one of two vessels, the Moses Taylor being the other, purchased by Marshall O. Roberts and intended for the Pacific side of the new line between San Francisco and the Atlantic States by the way of Tehuantepec. She left New York on her way hither on July 14th last, came through the Straits of Magellan, and after 14,000 miles of ocean voyage, without an accident, was wrecked upon endeavoring to enter her harbor of destination.

She had taken on board a pilot before passing Point Lobos, and it was doubtless owing to his rashness that the vessel was lost. He attempted to bring her in at evening and during a very heavy fog. A short time before the vessel struck, he had ordered a full head of steam to be turned on; and the ship was going at full speed, when breakers were observed at her bow. The order was given to reverse the engines, but it was too late; she was already firmly imbedded in the sand and on the rocks—and there she remained. There was no freight and no
Sternness attempts with steam-tugs and by pumping were made to save the steamer, but all failed; and the wreck was dismantled. It was sold at auction "for the benefit of whom it might concern" on October 15th for $9,400; and measures were immediately taken to remove the engines, boilers and other valuable parts.

The rocky shore where the wreck lies has become famous for wrecks. It is the same where several previous ones took place, among them the Jenny Lind and Golden Fleece; the Chintos Palmetto only a few years ago, and the General Cushing. The ship Enterprize went ashore there a few months since, but was fortunately recovered.

SKETCHES FROM THE LIFE OF PEG-LEG SMITH.

At the close of our last sketch, Peg-leg Smith; then a youth of but sixteen years, had just left the paternal roof in Kentucky, and with only twenty-five cents in his pocket was trudging along, a fugitive, towards Nashville, Tennessee.

After a brisk walk of about ten miles he was overtaken by a solitary horseman, who commiserated his weariness and invited him to ride alternately with him; and Tom began to believe that he would find kinder friends among strangers than among his nearest relations. Arriving about dark, at his new friend's house, he was invited to stay the night; and the next morning, after a good breakfast, he shook his kind-hearted host by the hand and departed with a resolve that should he ever be successful in life, he would never see a fellow being suffer whilst he had anything to share with him. Going on and revolving this good resolution in his mind, he came presently to a river; and half of his quarter-dollar was soon expended for ferriage and a glass of cider. He then walked on and near night stopped at an inn on the roadside to ask for a drink of water and inquire the distance to the next house. There were several young ladies here, and one of them questioned him whether he was traveling. Tom replied, to Nashville. This together with the lad's way-worn and weary appearance attracted the attention of the landlord, who invited him to stop, as it was some distance to the next house, which he readily accepted. In the morning Tom tendered his remaining half-piece, supposing in his simplicity that it would be sufficient for his lodging; but his artless communicativeness the previous evening had made him friends of the whole family, and the hospitable Kentuckian not only refused to receive the money, but set the girls to work making a haversack of tow-cloth, which was filled with boiled ham, smoked sausages and corn-bread; a supply so ample that it lasted him three days on his journey.

As he was bidding the family farewell, one of the girls slightly squeezed his hand with a pleasant smile; and as he reached the end of the fence he could not help turning round; and, seeing the young lady still looking after him, he began to soliloquize again. "By heavens," said he, "if all boys were treated at home as I have been treated by this family, very few would ever want to leave. I wonder if I could not hire out to this man; I know very well I would not have to work any harder than I had to at home. By jingo, when the old man put me on that log-heap with Jack Tay-
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SKETCHES FROM THE LIFE OF PEG-LEG SMITH.

ONE OF THE GIRLS SLIGHTLY SQUEEZED HIS HAND.
and this he spent for another glass of cider. Penniless now but undaunted he proceeded on; the weather growing warmer and his feet commencing to blister—and it was eight days before he reached Nashville, which, even at that early day, was quite a flourishing town. Stopping in front of a large house near a couple of country-jakes, dressed in copperas colored homespun, one said to the other, pointing at a large gilt spread eagle, "I wonder what sort of a bird that is?" "Why," said the other, "don't you see, it's a hotel-bird; don't you see the name under it?" It was the Eagle Hotel.

Having found his aunt, Tom remained with her for several days; when he met with Mr. Scott, a former neighbor of his father's, who had just finished building three flat boats and was loading with provisions for New Orleans. From the earliest settlement of the Western States there was always a kind of magic for young adventurers in the name of the Crescent City. It was regarded as a sort of metropolis of supernatural splendor, where profuse wealth and luxury ran riot; where the streets were paved with gold and the merchants and traders were clothed in purple and fine linen. The young men who went down there in the full would generally return in the spring, dressed in rich broadcloths, Panama hats, and morocco boots; they would appear to have gained a new language and new manners, sparkling qualities of many new kinds; and their country cousins would look upon them almost as beings of another sphere, and sigh for the opportunity to go down likewise to the great city, drink its nectar and eat its ambrosia. Unfortunately, in most cases the western youth were polished by their converse with New Orleans, at the expense of their sturdy country virtues; and many who left home with anticipations of wealth and generosity to all, closed brilliant but short and miserable careers as vagabonds and beggars.

Tom, too, had heard of the western Babylon and at a word hired himself as cook upon one of Scott's "broad horns," as they were called; and in a few days found himself floating down the Cumberland river. They stopped at the plantations on the banks, as they descended, for the purpose of taking in produce for the New Orleans market and it was consequently three weeks before they reached Smithland, where the Cumberland pours its tide into the mighty Ohio. It was April then, season of floods, and they were carried down on the mighty tide past Cairo into the Mississippi, the King of Rivers, upon whose bosom they ventured, in company with a number of other broad horns, all on their way with the early exports of the western country down to the great center of trade. But the pleasure of being carried forward by the turbid and raging flood soon came to an end; for Tom's boat was suddenly drawn into an eddy, thrown upon a saw-yard and wrecked, in spite of the almost superhuman exertions of the crew. It was even with difficulty that the boatmen saved their lives; and then they were kept for several days, catching the hogsheads of tobacco and other articles, that would float from time to time from the wreck. The weather was raw; the water cold; and the constant hardships and dangers, with which he in common with the rest was surrounded, soon damped Tom's ardor and caused him to regret for the first time since his departure from home, that he had not faced his mother and remained with her. That had its unpleasantness, it is true, but this was positively unsustainable. However, after securing what could be saved and getting once more afloat, the buoyancy of youth soon dissipated the glooms, and again Tom indulged.
CHAPTER VI.

It was the 10th of May, 1817, that the boats pulled into shore and made fast at Natchez in Mississippi, which was at that early day the resort of the most depraved of people, of both sexes. If New Orleans was the Babylon of wealth and splendor, Natchez was the Sodom and Gomorrah of vice. "Natchez under the HI" for gamblers, cut-throats and crime of all kinds, had a reputation as wide as the whole country. But fortunately for Tom, he remained here but a short time. One day he took a stroll through the city, and passing by a splendidly fitted-up drug-store, stopped in. He was dolefully greeted by the pleasant-timed and jolly druggist, and amused himself by looking at the fancy articles on every side, when a lad of much his own age sauntered in and asked for "sweet smelling stuff" for his sister Botsey but he had forgotten, the name of it. The druggist with a smile repeated over the names of all the fragrant oils, but without success. He then took down the bottles one after the other and placed them to the lad's nostrils, but still without success. At last, he took down a bottle of concentrated spirits of ammonia or hartshorn and, removing the stopper, asked him to try that. The lad took a deep inspiration, which almost overpowered him; but upon recovering he doubled up his fists and, advancing toward the druggist, exclaimed, "Now, I've smelled all sorts of smells in my time, sweet smells and sour smells; but, look here, Mister, if you put any more pizen to my nose, I'll make you smell these," and at the same time he exhibited a pair of long fists that would have done credit to a boxer. The druggist, who could hardly contain his ill-suppressed laughter, assured the customer that it was impossible to guess at what sweet-smelling article he wanted, and advised him to send Botsey herself.

Our boatmen had been at Natchez but a short time, when they learned that the small pox was raging in New Orleans; and Mr. Scott, Tom's employer, having in the meanwhile learned his run-away story, refused to take him any further. He provided him with a supply of good clothes and thirty or forty dollars in cash, and put him on the way to return home to Nashville by the usual route, which lay through the country of the Chouteau and Chickasaw Indians. These people had just received their annuity, and Tom found residence among them for a short time very pleasant; and by his intercourse with them he gained an insight into Indian habits, customs and character, which proved of great benefit to him in after life when wandering among the tribes west of the Mississippi and in the Rocky Mountains. Having purchased an Indian pony, he in the course of a few weeks proceeded on his way and finally reached his aunt's house in Nashville. This lady gave him much good advice and sent him on towards home; but Tom, having so far succeeded well in what is generally called a relentless world, determined to try it a little longer, rather than return to the hard discipline of his father; and accordingly, soon after leaving Nashville, turned his pony's head towards Boone's Lick in Missouri, of which he had heard much in his recent travels. The very name associated it with tales, familiar to him almost from infancy, of the many adventures of the great Daniel Boone, the famous Pioneer whose exploits, though as yet but inadequately set forth in any writing, still live in the recollections of the people, and are the theme of many a backwoods story. But the greatest inducement to attract him to Boone's Lick was the fact that

ed in joyous anticipations of a bright future as the boat swept down into the sunnier regions of the south.

SKETCHES FROM THE LIFE OF PHRENOLOGY SMITH.
his older sister, she who had always be-

Tom, therefore, instead of proceeding
homeward, turned off, crossed the west-
ern part of Kentucky, and passing over
into Indiana, travelled from cabin to cab-
in, endeavoring to sell a variety of wares
which he had brought with him from the
Choctaw country. He at length reached
the Wabash river, where he was attacked
by a violent bilious fever, and lay for a
number of weeks in a very critical con-
dition. After the bilious fever passed
over, an obstinate intermittent fever
seized him; and he was compelled to re-
amain where he was, in the center of a fe-

...
the summer; but not meeting with the
success he anticipated, he abandoned the
business in the autumn, and turned his
attention to hunting game and collecting
peltries; and for this purpose made fre-
quent long excursions into the countries
of the Osage, Kansas, Sioux, Sacs and
Fox tribe of Indians, acquiring by degrees
a thorough knowledge of their languages,
habits, customs and character. He also
made acquaintance with other hunters,
among them Mark Fries, the Sheriff of
Lafayette county, and John Romp; and
many were the bee-trees they despoiled,
many the door they killed, many the
fights they had with the red-skinned
warriors of the wilderness. In the sum-
mer of 1822 the dogs of a party of about
twenty Sace Indians, while hunting in the
neighborhood of Mr. Cross's house, killed
several of his sheep; when he and four
others, of whom Smith was one, proceeded
to their camp and made complaint. The
Indians replied that they were not re-
ponsible for their dogs, and spoke
saucily, which called forth a like re-
sponse on the part of the whites. From
words the parties proceeded to blows,
and finally the Indians fired, but with no
other effect than making a few holes in
the clothing of their antagonists. The
whites returned the compliment and with
fatal effect, for the Indians precipitately
retreated, leaving one of the dead upon
the ground and carrying off three badly
wounded. The affray created much ex-
citement in the neighborhood, and the
conduct of Cross was severely animad-
verted upon; but Smith avers that his
party were entirely justified in returning
the fire, and he entirely exonerates Cross
from the accusation of killing that In-
dian.

CHAPTER VII.

During the year 1823 Smith continued
hunting and trapping in the Indian coun-
try; but in the winter he heard of a com-
pany of one hundred and fifty men, with
a caravan of eighty wagons, about being
organized under the command of Alexan-
der Legrand for the purpose of a trading
expedition across the plains to Santa Fe,
the first with wagons ever fitted out from
Missouri. Smith could not resist the
temptation thus presented to his advent-
urous disposition and he eagerly joined
the party, taking with him a hunting
horse and a few mules packed with goods
suitable for the market, besides Indian
trinkets, beads, buttons, swis and paints.

It is needless to recount how the cara-
van collected and started off into the wil-
derness; how it passed through the
Indian country proper, and then into the
buffalo range; and how day after day the
adventurers hid their sports and jokes
as well as labors and privations. On one
occasion, near the head waters of the
Arkansas river, a herd of buffaloes burst
into their camp and caused a stamped
among their animals, the result of which
was that thirty were lost and the entire
party delayed several days. When they
reached the head waters of the Serreino
river, they found it dry, as is usually the
case during the summer months, a mere
bed of sand. They accordingly proceed-
ed to dig for water; but while so engag-
ed they were all at once startled by a
rushing sound, as if of the approach of a
mighty army of cavalry, and looking up
stream they beheld a body of water, like
a wall five or six feet high, rushing wave-
lke towards them, with the velocity of a
mighty army of cavalry, and looking up
stream they beheld a body of water, like
a wall five or six feet high, rushing wave-
lke towards them, with the velocity of a
mighty army of cavalry, and looking up
stream they beheld a body of water, like
a wall five or six feet high, rushing wave-
lke towards them, with the velocity of a
mighty army of cavalry, and looking up
stream they beheld a body of water, like
a wall five or six feet high, rushing wave-
lke towards them, with the velocity of a
mighty army of cavalry, and looking up
stream they beheld a body of water, like
a wall five or six feet high, rushing wave-
lke towards them, with the velocity of a
mighty army of cavalry, and looking up
stream they beheld a body of water, like
a wall five or six feet high, rushing wave-
lke towards them, with the velocity of a
mighty army of cavalry, and looking up
stream they beheld a body of water, like
a wall five or six feet high, rushing wave-
lke towards them, with the velocity of a
mighty army of cavalry, and looking up
stream they beheld a body of water, like
a wall five or six feet high, rushing wave-
lke towards them, with the velocity of a
mighty army of cavalry, and looking up
stream they beheld a body of water, like
a wall five or six feet high, rushing wave-
lke towards them, with the velocity of a
mighty army of cavalry, and looking up
stream they beheld a body of water, like
a wall five or six feet high, rushing wave-
lke towards them, with the velocity of a
mighty army of cavalry, and looking up
stream they beheld a body of water, like
a wall five or six feet high, rushing wave-
lke towards them, with the velocity of a
mighty army of cavalry, and looking up
stream they beheld a body of water, like
a wall five or six feet high, rushing wave-
lke towards them, with the velocity of a
mighty army of cavalry, and looking up
stream they beheld a body of water, like
a wall five or six feet high, rushing wave-
lke towards them, with the velocity of a
mighty army of cavalry, and looking up
stream they beheld a body of water, like
a wall five or six feet high, rushing wave-
lke towards them, with the velocity of a
mighty army of cavalry, and looking up
stream they beheld a body of water, like
a wall five or six feet high, rushing wave-
lke towards them, with the velocity of a
mighty army of cavalry, and looking up
stream they beheld a body of water, like
a wall five or six feet high, rushing wave-
lke towards them, with the velocity of a
mighty army of cavalry, and looking up
stream they beheld a body of water, like
a wall five or six feet high, rushing wave-
lke towards them, with the velocity of a
mighty army of cavalry, and looking up
stream they beheld a body of water, like
a wall five or six feet high, rushing wave-
lke towards them, with the velocity of a
mighty army of cavalry, and looking up
stream they beheld a body of water, like
a wall five or six feet high, rushing wave-
lke towards them, with the velocity of a
mighty army of cavalry, and looking up
stream they beheld a body of water, like
a wall five or six feet high, rushing wave-
lke towards them, with the velocity of a
mighty army of cavalry, and looking up
stream they beheld a body of water, like
a wall five or six feet high, rushing wave-
lke towards them, with the velocity of a
mighty army of cavalry, and looking up
stream they beheld a body of water, like
a wall five or six feet high, rushing wave-
lke towards them, with the velocity of a
mighty army of cavalry, and looking up
stream they beheld a body of water, like
a wall five or six feet high, rushing wave-
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Santa Fe. Here they encountered a native population professing and observing the outward forms of the Christian religion but semi-barbarous and ignorant, possessing many of the degrading vices of civilization and but few of its virtues, yet withal kind-hearted and hospitable, particularly the female portions. Among this wild people Smith, who was now but four and twenty years of age, gave himself up too readily to idleness and its attendant sins; and by the end of the summer he found the products of his little venture so much wasted, that he was glad of an opportunity to join a trapping expedition of eighty men, then just fitting out for Grand river and its tributaries, among the Utah, Arapajo and Snake tribes of Indians. They set out early in September, 1824, but upon arriving at the head waters of the Del Norte river, Smith, being what was called a "free trapper" perfectly independent of the expedition, and finding a few others of the same character in the company, formed the design of gathering a small band and passing over on his own account to Grand river. He soon drew into his project three other trappers, named Hopper, Marlow and Leduke, and three Mexicans, with whom, having in the company a number of horses and mules, he crossed over the Sierra Madre and finally commenced trapping on a tributary of Grand river, which they named Smith's Fork. This stream they trapped to its mouth and fifty miles down Grand river, which with the equally large Green river forms the Rio Colorado of the west. Here they came to the conclusion that the company though consisting of but seven was too large to be profitable; and whilst Hopper, Marlow and the three Mexicans went off westward for Green river, Smith and Narciso Leduke followed down Grand river.

In a very short time after the party divided, Smith had his first introduction to the Utah Indians, by finding five of his animals stolen by a band of about thirty of them. He and Leduke immediately mounted and pursued, and such was the effect of their determination and the fear of their unerring fire arms, that the Indians thought it prudent to resign their booty and were glad to escape with whole bodies. The trappers, not liking the prospect in a country where they were in constant danger of robbery, turned off from Grand river towards the south east, crossed St. John's river and passing over a range of high mountains followed down the dry bed of a stream, when to their surprise they came upon a cornfield, from which the grain had been recently gathered. Approaching a shed or hut, made of boughs and mud with only three sides enclosed, they found an old squaw, squatting upon the ground over a small fire and a shallow earthen pan, filled with corn, which she was diligently stirring. She was chanting a wild song; and with her wrinkled features, bony fingers and long, coarse, grizzled locks streaming over her face, she seemed the very personification of Smith's idea of a witch. At first, so intent was she upon her task, as not to observe the strangers; but as their shadows fell across her vision, she raised her head and sprang to her feet, utter dismay spread upon her every lineament. Smith, however, made a sign which quieted her fears, and making her understand that they were hungry, she pointed with her long, skinny finger, first to the parching corn in the earthen pan on the coals and then in the direction of a gap in the hills, accompanying the motion with a bleating like that of a sheep. The trappers accepted the information and, pursuing their way around the point of the hills, came upon a village, composed of huts similar to that of the squaw, only a little more comfortable, and with flocks of sheep and goats feeding upon the slopes in the vicinity. A beautiful
limpid stream, sweeping over a polhly bottom, meandered through the little valley, and scattered here and there were patches of corn just ripe. A number of Indians, who proved to be Navajos, came out to meet the trappers, and received them with every demonstration of the most friendly feeling. Here Smith and Lo Duke remained ten days, exchanging trinkets for sheep and goat skins, also serapes of superior quality manufactured by the Indians and so closely woven as to be almost impervious to water. The inhabitants of the neighboring villages for miles around, from every little valley and nook in the hills, which afforded sufficient soil to raise corn, wheat, beans, pumpkins or red-pepper, came in with their little stores and trafficked, until he was able to load six mules with remunerative produce.

The Navajos always professed to entertain an envious opinion of the American people, of whom they had heard favorable reports, and a great desire to cultivate their friendship. It was doubtless owing to this that they manifested so much interest in Smith and his companion, they being the first Americans ever amongst them, with the exception of two unfortunate trappers, whom they had killed in one of their forays, supposing them to be Mexicans. They spoke much of these poor fellows, and expressed the deepest regret for their fatal mistake.

Smith and his companion next visited a populous village of the Moqui Indians, who lived several days travel to the southward on the Rio Coloradito or Little Red River; whither they was a beautiful clear stream, affording wide bottoms of arable land. A short distance below this spot the river loses itself in the sand, but it rises again, still further on, and joins with the great Colorado of the west. They were quite surprised to find these Indians, apparently so remote from even the borders of civilization, comfortably clothed, and their habitations, though of primitive structure,—being mostly below the surface of the ground and covered with earth, resembling bee-hives in outward appearance,—yet neat and cleanly. But more especially were they pleased with the cheerful industry exhibited by the community. The females were engaged in twirling between the thumb and finger of one hand a wooden spindle, resting in an earthen bowl, and with the other hand drawing out the wool or cotton for thread, or in weaving from the spun threads coarse cloth, or rather superior blankets. The males were engaged in cultivating a genial soil, or herding horses, mules, cows, sheep and goats. The mystery of their progress in advance of their neighbors, was explained by the fact, that a Spanish priest, then absent, had been for several years residing amongst them.

After a stay of three days among the Moquis, trafficking for blankets and provisions, Smith and Lo Duke took their departure, and traveled in a northeasterly direction, towards the Rio del Norte. In five or six days they observed a smoke rising above the top of a cedar grove, a little to the left of their course. They approached and found a Navajo girl, about eighteen years of age, lying on the ground, in a truly pitiable condition. She told a sad tale of having accompanied her husband, a young brave to whom she had just been married, and some twenty-five of her tribe, on a visit to the Moqui villages. Her party had been attacked fifteen days previously on the spot where she was lying, by an ambuscade of Utah Indians. At the onset she had been shot through the thigh and her husband had been killed at her side, as they were traveling a little in advance. Their companions, however, came nobly up to the rescue, and dispersing the assailants, hurriedly disposed of the body of her husband in the fork of a tree, and
telling her they would return, set out in pursuit of the fugitives, with what success she was ignorant. She had subsisted upon a little stock of provisions which had been left with her, and, after they were exhausted, upon a few roots which she was enabled to gather by crawling around where she lay. Smith offered to take her to the Mexican settlements; but she replied that her wounds would prevent her from riding, and at all events she preferred awaiting the return of her friends; and after dividing his little store of provisions with her, the trappers proceeded on their way, and about the middle of December reached Taos. What became of the poor Navajo bride they never learned.

THE MUSEUM AT THE WHAT CHEER HOUSE.

I t is not a little strange that the most extensive and in many respects the best Museum in California, should be due to the private enterprise of a smart Yankee, and be a mere adjunct or addition to an extensive hotel. There are in various quarters of the city and State, cabinets of minerals, and Indian curiosities; the Academy of Natural Sciences has a rich collection of minerals; the Odd Fellows have a collection of curiosities; various private gentlemen have valuable collections of ores, shells, insects, eggs and other objects of scientific interest; but for variety and all that goes to make up a museum, no collection in the State can compare with the museum of R. B. Woodward’s What Cheer House, on Sacramento street. The proprietor, finding that his house was the best pa

...
The Museum at the What Cheer House.

The proprietor seems to have come to the conclusion that he would make a little world in itself out of it; and accordingly established an extensive and well-chosen library for the use of the patrons of the house—and, from several visits to the place, we believe we can say with truth that no Library in the State is more extensively and better read than the What Cheer Library. It is arranged on two sides of the reading room, and seldom can any one enter it without finding the large apartment entirely blocked up with readers. Lodgers, particularly from the country who are waiting for conveyance out of the city, have much time on their hands; and here the soberer and better classes find amusement and instruction. Though Mr. Woodward reaps his own profit from his library, we are not altogether certain but that he is entitled to the name of being a public benefactor with this reading room of his.

The Museum was established last summer with much the same objects as the Library, that is to say, as a part of the House, and for the amusement of its patrons, though everybody, who takes interest in seeing it, is admitted. It consists of a large apartment forty-five feet long by fourteen wide, with an entrance through the Library and Reading Room. It contains large cases of preserved birds and animals, filling up one entire side of the room, and including almost all the noted birds of California. They were collected by F. Gruber, the taxidermist; and the arrangement of them by him is very tasteful and appropriate. They are, as well as could be possible under the circumstances, represented in their natural positions, and in various instances we are taught a portion of their Natural History by the surroundings in the case. The Hawk with the Sparrow in his claw occupies a dry limb, apparently removed from all sympathy with the rest of the feathered creation. The Woodpecker seems to be rapping on the dead branch; the Thrush to be luxuriating among the berries. The Quail rambles among the stubble, and the Cranes and Herons seem stalking among the shallows.

The spirited engraving at the head of this article represents a general view of the Museum, the birds and animals being ranged along the right side, the Indian curiosities on the left; the eggs in front and the minerals, shells and insects in the rear. We shall have occasion hereafter to give a number of the various objects of interest in detail and with special drawings, and particularly some of the most remarkable of the Californian birds and antiquities; but for the present let it suffice to call attention to the Museum as a whole, give it the proper credit for being the best one in the State, and state, as a matter of general information, what is to be seen in it.

There are six hundred specimens of birds, including species from every part of the world. Among them are Eagles, Vultures, Hawks, Owls, Night-hawks, Falcons, Crows, Magpies, Jays, Cuckoos, Woodpeckers, Creepers, Kingfishers, Thrushes, Orioles, Starlings, Sparrows, Finches, Warblers, Grasshoppers, Cardinals, Larks, Wrens, Buntings, Parrots, Cockatoos, Trojans, Birds of Paradise, Pigeons, Geese, Turkeys, Satin Birds, Humming-birds, Nightingales, Sun Birds, Snipes, Woodcocks, Hails, Avesets, Plovers, Coots, Bar-tards, Grous, Quails, Pheasants, Guineen Iones, Snow Grouse, Gold and Silver Pheasants, Albatrosses, Sea Gulls, Terns, Petrels, Auks, Turtled Puffins, Horn-bill Guilemots, Oyster Catchers, Murres, Sea Pigeons, Cormorants, Cranes, Herons, Egrets, Bitterns, Grulls, Swans, Pelicans, Geese, Ducks, and Divers.

There are twenty five specimens of preserved animals, including the Deer, Armadilla, Black Haro, Mountain Pole-cat, White and Norway Rat, Red and
The collection of Eggs comprises 1200 specimens from the largest Ostrich to the smallest Humming-bird’s eggs. They were collected and arranged by J. L. Jungcramer.

Of Indian curiosities there are war and fishing implements, and weapons from the South Sea Islands, Sandwich Islands and North West coast; Libras, Sprees, Bows and Arrows, Dresses, Drums, Horns, Bones, Ornaments, Helm, Blankets and Fish hooks.

There is a large collection of old and rare Coins, chiefly copper and brass, going back even to the times of the Romans, also Medals, Indian Wampum, Beads, Cowries and other currency.

The cabinet of Shells was chiefly procured from Dr. Frick, and embraces marine specimens from many localities of the Pacific Ocean. A complete collection of the rare and beautiful terrestrial shells from the Sandwich Islands, collected by himself and containing many new species, described by him in a catalogue, which is to be found with the collection. To these must also be added all the fluvial shells found in the same islands, as well as the Society and Friendly Islands.

The cabinet of Minerals is devoted chiefly to Californian specimens, and contains a little of almost everything of interest in this line on the Pacific coast.

The Alcoholic Preparations embrace specimens of the Pilot Fish, Shark, Rattle Snake, Black Snake, Coral Snake, Pilot Snake, Whip Snake, Stiped Snake, Copper Snake, Horned Ants from Arizona, Lizards, Polyps, Tape-worms, a four-legged Chicken, Snails, and Horned Frogs.

There is a large collection of Butterflies and other insects, Australian, European and American.
NOTES OF CALIFORNIAN PIONEERS.

BY JOHN S. HITTELL.

DURING a late visit to the village of Lafayette, in Contra Costa county, I visited the house of Elam Brown, Esq., one of the American Pioneers of California. His name is familiar to all Californians as one of the framers of our State Constitution, and within the circle of his acquaintances he is much respected, as a good, intelligent and venerable man, who has acted well his part during a long life. He came across the plains in 1846, from the Platte Purchase, in western Missouri. For many years before he started, he had been interested in California, for he partook of the restless disposition of the people in that border; and reports were current there that the country in the vicinity of the bay of San Francisco was a good country, easy to live in, certain to be annexed, and certain of a brilliant future. The deep and secure bay, the fertile valleys, the great herds of cattle, the mild winters, the indifference of the Spaniards and their ignorance of the value of their lands, were often spoken of among his neighbors as great inducements for migration; and there were rumors of rich mines, also. Many persons were excited by these reports, and there was much inquiry about the resources of the country, and the road across the continent; but it was very difficult to obtain information, and that difficulty prevented many persons from coming who would have started in large bodies as early as 1840, if they could have known how to go. It was probably this very inquiry among the people along the Missouri border, which suggested to Benton the idea of having Fremont sent to California.

The first party started in 1842, when John Bidwell, Joseph Childs, Grove Cook, Charles Hoppé and — Hartsotn, came...

In 1845 Capt. Swift, the Murphys of Santa Clara county, Major Snyder, Judge Blackburn, Henry Spools, Capt. J. M. Griggsby, Dr. John Townsend, Julius Manton, Benjamin Kelsey and Samuel Kelsey, came.

In regard to the emigrants who crossed the plains in 1846, I endeavored to make out a list with Mr. Brown, and the following was the result of it. About fifty families were in that year’s migration, of whom about three-fifths went to Santa Clara Valley, and the remainder to Sonoma Valley and vicinity. The following was the result of it.

First as to those who went to Sonoma:

1. L. W. Boggs, Ex-Governor of Missouri, lived in Sonoma until 1853; was one of the framers of the State Constitution, and died wealthy in 1860.
2. Wm. Boggs, his son, still lives in Sonoma.
3. James Cooper, now residing in or near Benicia; said to be wealthy.
4. Nicholas Carriger, now residing near Sonoma; wealthy.
5. Wm. Elliott came either in ’43 or ’45.
8. John Bay, keeps an inn on the road to the Geyers.
9. — Hudson, resides near Santa Rosa.
11. James Savage.
12. Benjamin Mitchell has returned to Kentucky, his native State.
13. — Horror resides in Napa valley.
16. — Kellogg has a fine place in the northern part of Napa Valley.
18. — Allen, is dead.
19. — Hollingsworth was killed by the Indians in the mines in 1848.

Of those who went to Santa Clara, the following may be named:

1. Mr. West, who has returned to the States, wealthy.
2. Thomas Campbell is in Santa Clara Valley.
3. William Campbell resides at the same place.
4. William Hon.
5. John Wison.
6. Stephen A. Wright, was for a time a banker in San Francisco, failed for a large sum, went to Arizona, and if report be true is wealthy.
7. Dr. Wiswell has gone back to the States, wealthy.
10. Wm. Mootin resides in same valley.
11. Samuel Young is wealthy.
12. — Caldwell is in San Jose, reported to be wealthy.
13. James Hopper is in Santa Clara Valley.
14. — Dickinson is residing in the valley of the Merced.
15. — Finlay is in Santa Clara Valley.
17. Wm. Bennett resides in San Jose.
18. Capt. Aram resides in San Jose, and is wealthy.
19. James Allen resides in Contra Costa county, and is wealthy.
21. — Hitchcock, Sr.
22. — Hitchcock, Jr.
23. — Maopherson.
Los resides in Taylor county.


Zachariah Jones resides in Santa Clara county, in comfortable circumstances.

Leo Norris is in Contra Costa county, wealthy.

Matthew Fallon resides in San Jose, wealthy.

Murray resides in San Jose.

Toll resides in Centre Costa county.

White.

Whitteman.

Matthew's son-in-law.

White.

Matthew's son-in-law.

When weep—when our beloved lie
With still, pale forms, and deeply-shrouded eye,
And lips that speak not, though we may implore
One sign—one token more?

Oh, not for these—for they have done with strife,
With peril, doubt, and all the pain of life;
If tears must fall, we for ourselves may weep,
Yet fear to break their sleep!

Why should we weep? They have but crossed the stream,
Upon whose banks we sit, awhile, and dream
Of the bright land, that lies the other side,
Ere we, too, cross the tide!

When may we weep? When fortune's favors go?
The gems, the gold, and all life's royal show?
Ah, what have we, the children of the spheres,
For these, to do with tears?

When we to our high trust unfaithful prove,
Turn coldly from some gentle deed of love—
Then may we weep—then may our tears fall o'er,
What time gives back no more!

For, midst the sea of life, our moments flow
Like little waves, that never returning know;
Swift passing onward to the shores of light,
The dark waves and the bright.

And angel watchers, bending o'er the tide,
Note all the waves as to those shores they glide;
And when for us the golden hues they wear,
There's joy for earth o'er there!
WHEN we observe the character-istics of the Chinese population in California, and particularly when we regard their reputation among the American people for honesty and veracity, that race seems a bad place to look for a philosopher of sublime purity and virtue. We usually give the Chinese credit for being cunning and patient, able to imitate the most difficult works and persevering enough to carry out to completion the most intricate designs; but it seems difficult to believe that any of the despised Mongol race could have possessed as original and nearly as sagacious a mind as Socrates, and could have spoken from as pure and noble a heart as Plato. Yet of all the sages and philosophers of profane history, none was wiser or purer than the great Chinaman, Kooong-fou-tso, or, as the name was Latinized by the Jesuit Missionaries, Confucius.

This remarkable man was born five hundred and fifty years before the Christian era or more than twenty-four hundred years ago, in the kingdom of Lo, one of the numerous small States into which China was then divided. His ancestors had for six generations held official situations under the Government; and his father, at the time of the Sage's birth and for some years afterwards, appears to have been Prime Minister of his country. From his earliest age, as his biographers tell us, the Sage was indifferent to the ordinary amusements of childhood and devoted himself to serious and grave pursuits. As he grew up, he employed himself entirely with moral and political science, and studied with the most solemn attention the doctrines of former sages; for it seems that China had great men before Confucius as well as great men after him. He lost his father while still a young man, and we hear of his being in poor and low circumstances, and being obliged to have recourse to manual labor for his support. During this period of his life, about the age of 18, he married and had a son; but finding afterwards that married life was not compatible with philosophy, he divorced himself; and this divorce, on the principle that no man is entirely without fault and because little else can be found against the character of Confucius, has been seized upon to prove that even his sublime virtue was open to censure. But divorce was certainly not censurable, according to the customs of China; and perhaps may be justifiable under certain circumstances in any country. At any rate it was not used against Confucius in the political campaigns of the time; and his great intelligence and eminent abilities becoming known, at the age of 20 years he was appointed by Government Superintendent of Grain and Cattle. In his writings he says of himself that when in this office he thought only of its duties; and as in another place he says, "In serving your Prince, respect his rank and put salary in the background," it is not difficult to believe that he made a model Inspector in every respect. Public officers in our time could learn from him, Chinaman though he was!

He afterwards visited several of the neighboring kingdoms and prosecuted his studies with zeal and enthusiasm; and by degrees gained a wide reputation, which attracted around him a number of scholars, whom he instructed in the learning of his times; but in his 35th year, on account of disorders which took place in his native kingdom, he was obliged to fly to the neighboring kingdom of Ten. There he became a servant of one of the mandarins and frequently conversed with
the King, who was so much pleased with his principles that he proposed to give him an appointment; but was finally dissuaded by some of the courtiers, who feared the power which the philosopher seemed likely to wield. Finding himself disappointed, and knowing now that the disorders in his own land had been pacified, he returned thither; but declined serving in an official position, for the reason that improper men held office. He accordingly retired to a solitary and romantic valley at the foot of a high mountain, where the mists were abundant that, when the sun shone, the paths seemed paved with burnished gold, contrasting beautifully with the green grass, the overarching foliage, and the many birds of bright plumage, which made the place their home. On one side coming down from the mountain was a clear stream which, upon reaching the vale, formed a beautiful cascade of crystal and foam; and then the water swept on with gentle and placid current, meandering under the trees, and among the flowers through a narrow gorge out into the lower plains. Here he devoted himself to study again, revised the national books of poetry and history, and cultivated and improved the arts of politeness and music. His disciples soon flocked around him again, and for years he continued to give instruction on politics and morals, which he had been taught and taught. When he was 50 years of age he was called to office in the kingdom of Leo, first as Governor of a District and then for a short time as Prime Minister. His influence produced a complete renovation in the manners of the Court and of all within its influence; so much so that the government of Leo became seriously alarmed lest Leo should soon become an overmatch for it. Its officers were attentive to their duties; its treasury full; and all its departments healthy and prosperous; so that it believed Leo to take some measures to cripple it by expelling the philosopher from office. The method hit upon was worthy of a modern diplomacy. A band of female musicians, specially employed for the purposes of corruption, was sent to the court of Leo; and the Prince and most of his courtiers were so enchanted and raved with the blandishments of the syrens that for a number of days they entirely neglected the business of the Government and paid no heed to the counsels and warnings of the Sage, who at last became so disheartened with his vain position that he resigned it and left the country. He now traveled again into foreign kingdoms, and spent several years of voluntary exile in visiting their Courts. While he was thus absent, one of the principal officers declared on his death-bed that the resignation of Confucius had endangered the country and left it as a dying command to his successor to procure his reinstatement; but the machinations of the Sage's enemies prevented it, and he continued his wanderings and studies. Between his fiftieth and seventieth years he was absent from home fourteen years altogether. It was about his seventieth year that feeling himself to be growing old, he formed the resolution of causing his travels, and returned to his native kingdom, where he spent the remaining few years of his life in further revisions of the ancient books, in the composition of new ones, and in instructing his disciples, who now numbered some three thousand. He died at the age of seventy three, after seven days of sickness. His disciples erected a booth at the grave and spent three years in mourning for him, after which they returned to their homes, all but one, Tso Kiung, who remained three years longer. In their subsequent dispersion over the country, those devoted adherents disseminated the teachings of
their lamented master, until at length Confucianism became the State Religion of China, the most populous nation in the world. He left at the time of his death, only one child, a grandson; but from him the succession has come down through nearly seventy generations, and seems to have increased in geometrical progression; for at the last count of them a few generations ago, the males alone numbered eleven thousand. Even to this day they enjoy extraordinary honors and privileges.

In person Confucius is said to have been so tall and handsome that all the people admired him, and called him by way of prominence the tall man. He was renowned for his unperturbed humility and modesty, and always practiced the exalted principles of morality which he taught. He avoided wrangling, sought neither to pamper his appetite nor live at ease; he was diligent in the practice of his duty, cautious in his words and not ashamed to learn even from inferiors. According to his virtue consisted in five things, gravity, liberality, fidelity, intelligence and benevolence; and so far as the practice of these was concerned, he was perfectly virtuous.

He seems, both from the intrinsic evidence of his life and wanderings, as well as from the records of history, to have lived in a time of great degeneracy, especially among the Courts and higher ranks of society, into whose contact he was most thrown. He was far from being regarded as a prophet in his own country, and frequently had to lament that his doctrines were not embraced and that all his exertions had but little influence upon his day and generation. But he died much regretted by the rulers of the States whose government and morals he had contributed so much to meliorate. "Time"—says Sir John Davis to whom we are indebted for many of our facts in relation to the life of Confucius, "Time has but added to the reputation which he left behind him; and he is now, at the end of more than two thousand years, held in universal veneration throughout China by persons of all sects and persuasions, with shrines and temples erected to his worship." His writings are the sacred books of the Chinese. "The circumstances," says the Rev. David Col- lic, "of these and little else having been from time immemorial carefully studied or committed to memory, not only by what are deemed the literati, but even by the common school boy, has, no doubt, contributed most powerfully to fix their most singular language! so that during a period in which many other languages have undergone almost an entire change, the Chinese has remained the same, with scarcely the shadow of change. In making this remark, however, we do not forget that there is something in the structure of the language, which affords a strong protection against innovation. Their love of antiquity connected with their veneration for their Sages, and intimate acquaintance with his writings has induced them to allow their thoughts to run in that channel which he marked out for them. So long has this been the case, that it appears to them little less than blasphemy to call in question any of his positions, and worse than idle to think of marking out a track for themselves."

It was the chief endeavor of Confucius to reform the vices of his times and correct the abuses which he saw in every day life and particularly in every day political life around him. Of all Sages he was one of the most unscrupulous and practical. He had no new theory of the universe or new articles of faith to promulgate; but taught the great doctrines of doing the duty that lies at one's hand, with as much plainness and simplicity as a Franklin. On one occasion he said to his disciples: "You suppose that I have
some mysterious doctrines, which I conceal from you. I have no secrets; what ever I do, all is laid open to your view.” He believed in God or Gods as the Supreme Rulers of the world; but seldom spoke of them and taught no peculiar doctrines in regard to them. A disciple, named Ke Lee, once asked how the Gods ought to be served. The Sage replied: “You cannot yet serve men, how can you serve the Gods?” The disciple proceeded: “I presume to ask concerning death.” The Sage replied, “You do not yet know life; how can you know death?” It was as a Moralist that Confucius stood pre-eminent; and, considering his remote antiquity, his nationality and the circumstances with which he was surrounded, he was undoubtedly the greatest of all profane Moralists whom the world has ever seen. Chinaman and Heathen as he was, he taught a doctrine so pure and Christian-like, that the records, which have come down to us of his sayings, would seem to be pious forgeries; did they not bear the undoubted marks of genuineness and truth. These records consist in all of only nine, called the “Four Books” and the “Five Canonical Works,” of which the original text is contained within a very moderate compass, but the commentaries upon them have swelled to formidable lengths. It is the third of the “Four Books,” which is called “Lun Yu” (Dialogues), corresponding in many respects to the Memorabilia of Socrates by Xenophon, which give us an insight into the character of the Sage. He is represented in this work as teaching in the midst of his disciples; and almost every paragraph commences with the words “Confucius says,” equivalent to the famous “Ipsa dixit” of the Greek schools. Indeed there are many resemblances between the Chinese philosopher and the great Greek, and their differences may perhaps be attributed more to the diversity of their situations than to

my great distinction in their characters. The Greek was surrounded by sophists and did most of his teaching in the streets and market places; whereas the Chinese was surrounded with disciples who received with implicit obedience all the doctrines, which he promulgated. Socrates therefore comes down to us as a controversial philosopher; Confucius as a teacher in the strict sense of the term.

Both Socrates and Confucius were fond of portraying the man of perfect virtue: but while the world is tolerably familiar with the picture of Socrates, little is known, except among the learned, of that of Confucius.

A few extracts from the “Lun Yu,” will therefore not be unacceptable to the general reader; and we shall close this article with the portraiture of the superior man as given by the great Chinese.

The superior man—says Confucius—has nine things that he thinks on. When he looks, he thinks of seeing distinctly. When he hears, he thinks of hearing distinctly. In his countenance he thinks of manifesting benignity. In his words he thinks of truth. In his actions he thinks of justice. When in doubt he thinks of inquiring. When in anger he thinks of subduing. When he sees an opportunity of getting gain, he thinks of justice.

Confucius says, that the superior man does not feel indignant when men are blind to his merits.

Confucius says, that the superior man seeks not to pamper his appetite, nor to live at ease: he is diligent in the practice of his duty, cautious in his words, and comes to men of right principles that he may be corrected. Such a man may be said to be lover of learning.

Confucius says, that the superior man wrangles not. If he do, it is at shooting matches. But he yields the place to his unsuccessful antagonist, and ascends the hall, then descends and drinks with him.
This is the wrangling of the superior man.

Confucius says, when a man's natural, honest plainness exceeds his ornamental accomplishments, he is a mere rustic; on the other hand, when his ornamental accomplishments exceed his natural, honest plainness, he is a mere scribe (or fop); but when substantial plainness, and polite accomplishments are properly blended, they form the superior man.

Confucius says, the superior man is composed and easy; the mean man always appears anxious and restless.

Confucius says, a superior man may do a bad thing, but there never was a mean man who at any time practiced virtue.

Yen Yuen asked in what perfect virtue (or benevolence) consists? Confucius replied, virtue consists in conquering self and returning to propriety. When a man has conquered self and returned to propriety, on that day all men will allow that he is virtuous. Does perfect virtue then originate in one's self or in others? Yen Yuen asked what are the several branches of perfect virtue? Confucius replied, what is contrary to propriety, look not on it—listen not to it—speak not of it—touch (or move) it not.

Chung Kung asked what is perfect virtue? Confucius said, when you go out, do it as if you were receiving a guest of high rank; command the people as if you were attending a great sacrificial festival. What you do not wish others to do to you, do not to them; then in the country none will be displeased with you; nor will any in the family feel dissatisfied. Chung Kung replied, although I am not quick I wish to do thus.

Tsze Chong asked Confucius in what virtue consisted? Confucius replied, he who possesses five things is virtuous, all over the world. Tsze Chong said, I beg leave to ask what these are. Answer: They are quietude, liberality, fidelity, intelligence and benevolence. Be grave and you will not be treated disrespectful.

Be liberal and you will win the affections of all. Be faithful and you will be confided in. Be intelligent and you will be meritorious, benevolent and you will be able to manage men.

Confucius says, that if your own conduct be correct, although you do not command, men will do their duty. But if your own conduct be incorrect, although you command, the people will not obey.

Confucius said, how can a low man serve his Prince? Before he gets into office, he is in distress how he may obtain it; and when he has obtained it, he is vexed about keeping it. In his unprincipled dread of losing his place, he will go to all lengths.

See Wn now asked respecting the man of superior virtue. Confucius replied, he has neither sorrow nor fear. To have neither sorrow nor fear, does that constitute a man of superior virtue? Confucius rejoined, when a man examines within, and finds nothing wrong, why should he have either sorrow or fear?

Confucius says, the truly intelligent have no doubts—the truly virtuous, no sorrow—and the truly brave, no fear.

Yen Chi asked what benevolence (or perfect virtue) is. Confucius replied, to love men. What is knowledge? The Sage answered, to know men.

Tsze Kung said, suppose a man were to manifest general benevolence to the people, and promote the happiness of all men, what would you say of him? Might he be called perfectly virtuous? Confucius replied, why only virtuous? He must be a Sage.

Tsze Kung asked, what may be said of a man who is loved by all the people in the village? Confucius replied, you must not believe that he is truly virtuous. What if all in the village hate him? Confucius answered, even then you must not believe that he is vicious; this is not equal to being loved by all the virtuous.
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277 in the place and hated by all the vicious.

Yeh Chung asked, what might be called superior intelligence. Confucius said, when a man can stop a slowly soaking slander, and a flesh cutting accusation, he may be called intelligent. The man that can defeat the ends of a slowly soaking slander, and a flesh cutting accusation, may be said to possess a high degree of intelligence.

Confucius says, although a man may be able to recite the three hundred odes; if, when he receives an appointment, he know not how to act, or when sent abroad, as an ambassador he is unable of himself to reply to the questions put to him; although he has read much, of what use is it to him?

Confucius says, a man may apply to learning, and yet not hit on right principles; he may hit on right principles, and yet not become established in them; he may be established in them, and yet not be capable of weighing things aright.

Confucius said, he who knows right principles is not equal to him who loves them, nor is he who loves them equal to him who delights in them.

Confucius says, be not vexed that you are not known, but be concerned that you want abilities.

Confucius says, he liberal in reproving yourself, and sparing in reproving others; thus you will put murmuring to a distance.

Confucius said, Kung Tse King managed his own family well. At first, having little, he said, it will do. Afterwards having a little more, he said, it is complete. When he became rich, he said, it is excellent.

Confucius says, that it is more difficult to bear poverty without murmuring than to be rich without pride.

Some one asked, what may be said of rewarding hatred by kindness. Confucius said, that in case with what will you reward kindness? Reward bad treatment with justice, and kindness with kindness.

Confucius sighing exclaimed, alas! I have not seen those who are conscious of their errors, and inwardly accuse themselves.

Confucius exclaimed, alas! I have never seen one who loves virtue as we love beauty!

THE LOVER'S VIGIL.

BY J. F. BOWMAN.

This midnight and the moonbeam rest
How softly! on the sleeping stream;
While, mirrored in its placid breast,
Clouds gently float—stars mildly gleam.

The summer winds are breathing low—
A heavenly calm pervades the scene;
The murmuring waters softly flow
Their sedge-lined banks between.

I wake from dreams of her I love;
I cannot sleep, and forth I go,
To gaze upon the summer night,
And hear the river's flow.

Like one who dreams I wander on
With aimless foot, and now I stand,
Before the cottage, gleaming white,
By the green meadow land.

O'er the low roof the elm boughs droop,
The rose-tree climbs the porch above,
And there, amid clustering vines, I see
The shadow of my love.

Within she sleeps! I seem to hear
Her gentle breathing; soft and low,
I seem to see her pillowed head—
Her tresses' loosened flow.

The drooping elm-boughs gently sway,
The breeze just stirs the whispering leaves;
With feebler voice, the porch beside,
The plaintive cricket wakens.
No other creature wakes—alone
Beneath the starry vault I keep,
My vigil, while the world is wrapped
In slumber calm and deep.
O beauteous world! O happy heart!
Ye Kings, I envy not your state;
I tremble with a joy, how rare
Among the proud and great.

For when ye waning moon again
Shall climb full-orbed the mountain
Her mellow radiance shall illumine
Our blissful bridal night.

O light and swift ye white-winged hours
Through day and darkness speed your flight;
Roll on ye silver moon! O haste,
Till on the wished-for night
Renewed in beauty, shall come
The distant mountain's purple rim,
To light me to my love!

LIFE AMONG THE CANNIBALS.

BY DAVID A. SHAW.

NUMBER IV.

SOME time elapsed before I recovered from a severe indisposition, which had been occasioned by the excitement of the inhuman feast which I witnessed, as related in the last number of the Magazine. The natives call these feasts "koeka," and they were very frequent. During my illness the Queen and Princess attended me very assiduously, and used every exertion to amuse me, but my convalescence was slow.

I happened on a certain occasion, one day, to see the King busy with his musket, which was out of order, and which he was endeavoring unsuccessfully to repair. I took it from his hands, and with a piece of old iron hoop for a screw-driver and a hammer, fixed it for him in a very few minutes. He was much pleased, and when he went out, told everybody about it. The consequence became immediately manifest, for the next day I had no less than twenty muskets to repair. I succeeded in putting them in good order, and the owners were all so well satisfied that they all brought me presents. Some brought fruits, some hogs, some tappa, and others shells and feathers of the "Bo-sun," so that I had a large assortment, and suddenly became rich. The King, who had before this urged me to be tattooed, now called me his son, and commanded me to have a time set for the ceremony. Thinking that some opportunity to escape might offer soon, I said to him, that in two moons I would be ready. This satisfied him, and he caused it to be made known all over the island, and also on Upan, that on that day two moons, he would give a great "koeka," or feast in honor of the event. I now became restless and anxious to have a ship heave in sight, and I passed whole days on the top of a high mountain, looking out to sea. In the meantime I was not idle, for having cut a cocoa-nut stick I heated myself in working it into a cane, and for a change in weaving a cocoanut mat, both of which I finished.

Shortly after the day was set for being tattooed, the chief Toguga said that he would like to have me go with him to the other side of the island for a few days. I gladly consented, seeing eagerly any novelty and change, to relieve my mind from dwelling upon my sad condition. Our party consisted of three besides my-
and suddenly became aware that our journey was near its termination, about two hundred natives were fishing and bathing on the beach, and making the air resound with their discordant shrills—men, women and children, all together. Suddenly, a most profound and painful stillness reigned. This was occasioned by one of their number having discovered us, and immediately my chief made a sign by crossing his hands above his head twice, whereupon a dozen strong, athletic men, came briskly towards us, climbing the steep ascent with astonishing ease and rapidity. On reaching us, they seized me, and ran swiftly down the hill to a stream, into which they plunged me, and then ornamented to shako and buffet me about so violently that I became greatly alarmed; but I soon learned that it was for the purpose of causing a reaction of my nerves, which were completely unstrung. I was then stripped and rubbed all over plentifully with cocoa-nut oil, and plied internally with cocoa-nut rum. Presently my chief returned to me laden with fruits, a whole roast pig, and two sweet potatoes; and I enjoyed the first good meal I had had since leaving my ship.

Ten men were instantly dispatched with water, rum and provisions, to the boat. They returned at daylight the
next morning, with the boat and all safe. We were all kindly entertained, and feasted, and remained with them five days; during which time, I took frequent strolls over the hills, and up the valley. On one occasion, I discovered by accident a mineral spring, which upon a necessarily imperfect analysis, I found to contain—

Chloride of soda.........2.20 or thereabouts.  
Carbonate of iron......1.00 ........
Sub-carbonate of lime 0.65 .......
Bicarbonate of soda...0.00 ........

Temperature---Fahrenheit, 63.9, or nearly so.

The natives would not touch it, and they seemed alarmed when they saw me drink it in large quantities. When we left these apparently happy people, they seemed very sorry, and urged the chief to stay longer, but he modestly declined. Our return voyage was quick and prosperous, and the Queen and Princess manifested inordinate joy at our safe return.

At night, we dined on raw shark and "pot," and the next day I returned to my watch on the mountains, being constantly attended by one of the king's sons. We used to amuse each other by trying to speak each other's language. We succeeded very well, though I made but very slow progress. In this manner we whiled away the long days, until the fourth of February, 1800, when an event occurred, which was of the greatest importance to me, and the fortunate termination of which afforded me infinite satisfaction, and saved me from much suffering and trial; but this I must defer relating till the next number.

CUNNING TRICKS OF THE CALIFORNIAN COYOTE.

BY FATHER LORENZO WASHI.

Speaking about frontier life, new settlements, and characteristics of wild animals, I will pen you a brief sketch of my coyote experience. After coming across the plains in the year 1852, I settled five miles north of the spot now occupied by the town of Petaluma. The place up to that time had been "passed by on the other side" by all the immigrants, as the main or most usually traveled road to Bodega was through Santa Rosa, or by the "old Adobe" and Petaluma. Everything was new, and there was not a house in a line between me and town. It being autumn we wintered in a kind of redwood camp; but the next spring built a redwood house, and prepared for comfort, as well as we could. I purchased a brood sow for $10, and my wife bought a sucking pig for $10, cash. I also bought a number of hens, at a high figure; the amount at this moment I do not recollect, but I recollect well that the roosters cost me at the rate of $60 per dozen.

We had hardly more than got comfortably situated, when my wife left me on a visit to an old friend in "Frisco," as the metropolis was then called, and charged me to be particularly careful of her hens; and so indeed I was; but somehow or other, when she got back and had a chance to make a survey of the roost, she earnestly affirmed that "more than a dozen were gone," and among the missing was her favorite old Shangha rooster. Well, I told her I had not heard a "squall," and could not account for the loss. For the life of me I could not tell one chicken from another, while my wife, on the contrary, knew every possible difference, color, name, age and feather, and durin' wint on a listenin' for chickens.

Just as I was awakened go out a little about the house, I slipped and was one silent, shy a lamb. The henhouse was ratted down that shahed a bloomed of hunters or wife, just hurrahin' rascal law ones, one an opportune.

The next day I was on the watch out in relation my sow an' heard the just below towards a new trick, an' notice, as it were, the pigs. The great apprachin' toward the catch her bounding for some who would see him to pull me by the hair, the infuriat'ly, and very spirit shot, how rivin' me off the set account in
and during the night she scarcely slept a wink on account of her grief, and listening for the attack of the foe to her chickens, and to her peace of mind.

Just as day began to dawn she softly awakened me; told me to take my gun, and go out and see what I could discover about the hen-house. So, yager in hand, I slipped out, and sure enough, there was one of your coyotes—short, fat, silent, sly, and seemingly as innocent as a lamb. He stood at the corner of the hen-house, with his eyes upon the elevated door, ready to take the first chicken that should light upon the ground. I blew day-light through him, as your hunters would say; when out came my wife, just as she sprung from the bed, humming for my success. The yellow rascal had succeeded in killing the chickens, one by one, without allowing them an opportunity to raise a noise about it.

The above circumstances induced me to watch out in future for coyotes, not only in relation to my wife's chickens, but to my sow and her pigs. One very wet day I heard the old sow making a fussing noise just below the house; and, going down towards her, there stood Mr. Coyote at a new trick, which I was curious enough to notice, as long as it was safe for our costly pigs. The cunning rascal would with great apparent eagerness advance towards the sow, as though he intended to catch her, which she would resent by bounding at him with open mouth; and for some twenty years on a run she would seem just ready to grab and tear him to pieces; when, all at once, he would bound back at full speed, leaving the infuriated mother in the midst of her folly, and his chase for a pig would be very spirited till she came up again. A shot, however, from "old yager," convinced him that lead was good for paying off the score, and he settled his final account in quick time.

I might mention, too, that one day, during the absence of my wife, spoken of above, a young man rode up to my house in great haste; and exclaiming, "get your gun and come down to the big tree below," hurriedly rode off. I left my cup of coffee, and following the man, found a black bear, panting, on the first big branch of the big tree, but a short distance from my house. It was the work of but a few minutes to make him acquainted with my old yager; and he proved to be most delightfully fat—so fine a piece of meat as ever was dressed by a hunter. The young man was not "acquainted with bear," and did not exactly know what the creature was. He found him crossing the Potooma plains going towards the Sonoma mountains, and ran him with his horse till the bear felt it prudent to climb.

My experience in many a backwoods adventure had made me pretty thoroughly conversant with the animal, and I picked him out at the first shot.

WHALE SKIN LEATHER.—The Scientific American, speaking of miserable, machine-made Yankee boots, pronounces the leather badly tanned and worsely worked-up. It therefore congratulates the age upon the discovery of whale leather. It says that squeezing all out of stone coal was a thing to be thought of as a miracle which might some day convert the heathen; but to get shoe leather from the skin of a whale was no reasonable a probability that one is amazed it should not have been thought of before. A Frenchman has obtained a patent for whale leather; and remarkable plant stuff it is. The skin is so thick that, after removing the inner portion, which is spongy, the remainder is split to make it of the usual shoe thickness. It is remarkably tough, but as soft as buckskin, and repels water well.

CUNNING TRICKS OF THE CALIFORNIAN COYOTE.
MEDICINE AND MEDICINE FEASTS AMONG THE VANCOUVER ISLAND INDIANS.

BY MEDICUS.

Speaking about the Indians, there are practices among them of an ancient date, which put the reputed discoveries of modern times somewhat to the blash. For instance, at a certain season of the year, about November, the aborigines about Victoria make what is called "Medicine," by which certain individuals, young men, are admitted into the Indian mysteries, and because men who are much dreaded, and possess much influence over the tribe. The first step, as far as is known, consists in throwing the devotees into a mesmeric state. Now this is performed is unknown to the whites, although every attempt has been made to discover it; the truth is, that the interference of white men the Indians suppose would destroy the efficacy of their medicine. After the subject has been kept in his mesmeric state, lying in his lodge from two to four days, a feast is made and the rites commence. The mesmerised individual is brought out from his habituation in a cataleptic condition; he looks pallid and ghastly, often smeared with blood about the face, and cannot at once be distinguished from a dead person—in fact he looks a corpse, and is totally insensible to all noise, pain and external influence. He is so rigid, that amidst the denouncing shouts of excited Indians, he is raised high into the air and down again to the ground many times, only his head and hands resting upon the hands of the bearers; there is no support to any other part of the body; and none apparently is required, so rigid is it. The spectacle to one unaccustomed to it, is horrible in the extreme.

The object of bringing him from his lodge seems to be to recover him from his mesmeric state; to do this he is, as I have said, raised several times into the air and down again, and then suddenly plunged into the sea. This often has not the desired effect at once, when frictions are resorted to and the dipping recommenced, often with slips from the hands, and even incisions from knives. After a time, of longer or shorter duration, animation is restored or the cataleptic state destroyed; the man looks about bewildered and astonished, and is considered insane; he usually runs wildly away to the woods, and numbers of the young men follow in order to watch him, see that he does himself no harm, and to take care he is not lost. After a longer or shorter period, sometimes days, he returns, or is brought back; he has been among the Gods, has seen his guardian spirit, who has directed him what to do, what his future life is to be, and who will hereafter direct him. All this is related to his awe-struck listeners, and usually in the woods,排除 a row of stones, indicating the course.

During the time that he is being recovered from his cataleptic condition, which is often hours, he is guarded on all points, by Indians infuriated or excited by some medicines administered, and who are armed by ivory or wooden dirks, faces painted black and their bodies clothed in the skins of wild beasts, the bear being the favorite. These infuriated wretches are in their turn watched and guarded, a rope is round their waists, with two smiles, each of which is held by a number of individuals, so that he is prevented from running away or doing injury, and in fact is led wherever it is pleased.
In order to prevent the cata-
lepia swimming away he is surrounded
by numbers of canoes, who keep at a
good distance, and I believe would bolt
should he make towards them; however,
I presume he would not be allowed to
drown, but Indians have told me that in
former days it was considered evil to rec-
cue any one from drowning.

Now, here is mesmerism with a ven-
genance, and has been in existence among
the tribes from ancient times. It is im-
possible to trace how it came among
them, and in fact very little is known of
the matter. I recollect being told of an
Indian who was placed under the influ-
ence of ether, in order to have his leg
amputated; of course he was made ins-
sensible, and the operation rendered pain-
less. This was ten years ago. Some
Indians who witnessed the whole of the
matter, were somewhat surprised, but
said, "we can do exactly the same thing
but in a different manner," no doubt
referring to the mesmeria state above
spoken of. These medicine affairs usu-
ally terminate in dances and feasting,
and go off without much detriment.

What has been above described is the
usual course of events at and about Yio-
torla, and is very mild and harmless,
compared with the Northern tribes.

Take an imaginary trill to the end of
Vancouver Island, and here additional
horrors await you; the mesmeria also
exists; the medicine rites are practiced,
the same infuriated guards chained or
roped, dressed in the skins of wild beasts,
bodies painted, and fury in their eyes
and actions. There is, however, some
method in their madness, for although
the whites have been among them and
near them, none were ever attacked al-
though threatened. Of course they kept
out of their way as much as possible;
but on one occasion one of these devils
made a rush at a white man, who, how-
ever, accustomed to the scene, did not
bolt, as an Indian would have done, but
stood still, and when the savage came
near enough dealt him a sound English
blow between the eyes, which felled him
like an ox; the barbarian little expected
and was rather astonished at this feat,
but walked off, and the affair led to no
trouble.

But now to another subject: on one of
these medicine feasts, a poor slave was
driven about with an iron hook penetra-
ting through the skin of his back and
probably the tendons. After this had
gone on for some time, he was lashed up
and down a pole with this same hook and
line several times, and lastly after sun-
dry other rites he was dispatched and
eaten by the wretches who call them,
selves men. This is the fact and shows
that Cannibalism exists or did exist at
the time of this occurrence, which is said
to be only seven or eight years ago. This
is horrible, most horrible; but further
horrors await you. Go a little further
north on the main land, and observe the
scars and wounds upon the arms and
bodies of the people, men and women;
these scars are the result of pieces bitten
out by these infuriated devils at medi-
cine seasons, and are looked upon as an
honor. At this place the bodies of dogs,
alive, either fresh or decayed, are eaten.

So far still further north, and disgust and
horror will be your portion; the medicine
feasts also take place, but these satanic
beings take bodies from their tombs, de-
ayed, festering and corrupt, crawling
with maggots—cannibalism itself; limbs
and portions are torn asunder, and the
disgusting brutes are seen running abou~
with an arm or a leg, the flesh so putrid
as to be dropping from the bones; and
then you see them devouring the horrible
morsels until not a remnant remains,
save the bones. Crowds of Indians look
on, awe-stricken; and the devotees are
afterwards held in veneration. This is
all that is visible, the previous prepara-
tion is unknown to the whites; what
sacred or infernal rites are practiced is
but known to the few and initiated. It
is unnecessary to go further; even while
pointing this my candle burns blue, and
the shadows upon the walls are like
spectres of the scenes annually to be
witnessed, and from which I shrink ap-
palled. Do not think that all partsake
of these rites; there are but few who enter
upon the unshallowed paths, and they are
the chiefs, or candidates for the chairmans-
ship.

Whence did this medicine institution
take its rise? and what is its intention?
Of the former nothing is known: in the
Indians themselves it is lost andought
remains but the rites—but as all these
Indians are supposed to have come from
the East, where similar sacrifices have
been made under other forms, it is pro-
sumed to have been derived from thence.

As to its use and intention almost as lit-
tle is known; it is said to be practiced
in order to keep the tribes under subjec-
tion to the chiefs who by these means
possess supernatural attributes and by
which tribute is gained from their sub-
jects. This explanation can scarcely be
agreed to, although now it may be used
as stated, but it would appear to be a sac-
cred rite, by which they hold supposed
communication with supernatural be-
tings, who in their turns impart supposed
knowledge to the initiated. The whole
is a madness, which in various shapes
was practiced by the ancient nations in
the temples of the heathen gods and at
various grottoes and sybilline institutions.
The whole subject would amply repay
investigation, but investigation at the
present time is almost impossible from
the closeness with which the secret is
kept, and probably disclosures would be
certain death to the informant.

The idea of holding communication
with unearthly beings is not however
confined to the chiefs. The young men
are often sent or do often go to receive
inspirations. They wander into the
woods or among the mountains until the
deity makes his appearance, and, what-
ever is received from the god decides the
future course of the man. The theory of
this probably is that after a certain
time the searcher after gods suffers
more or less from starvation (for recog-
nizably he does not eat or drink until he has
seen the spirit); starvation and excitement
brings on a species of delirium, which
delirium when once induced supplies all
that is required. Confessions, however,
have been made by some that they did
not see anything, others no doubt invent
their tale, but still there can be no hesi-
tation in affirming that many of the most
nervous and sensitive do hold in their
madness what they consider to be a com-
munion with spirits either evil or good.

It is also known that some of the most
renowned Indian warriors have been so
accustomed to retire for weeks, yea months,
to the mountains, the object being as
they stated, to hold communion with their
presiding genii. Some of these have been supposed to be mad, but oth-
ers never went on any warlike expedition
excepting they first consulted their Deity.

While upon the subject of Gods, it may
be asserted with truth, that the Indians
have ideas of a future state. The chiefs
go upwards to the skies and there re-
main in indolent repose, with slaves to
attend to all their wants. The lower or-
ders go downwards somewhere; what
their lot is I know not, but there is a lit-
tle discrepancy as to how the slaves
should be above to attend upon the chiefs.
There is also one very curious circum-
stance with regard to the dead chiefs;
they are said (at least by one tribe) to
return again to the earth and are to be
known by certain marks upon the body,
which of course they had before dying
the first time. A boy for instance among
this tribe was looked upon with great
regard, (by
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regard, because he had a mark resembling a lanced up wound from a musket ball upon the hip. A chief had died some four generations before who had had that very mark, as he had been handed down by tradition; it was now fully believed that he had reappeared in the person of this boy, (who was a chief by birth) but future history must declare whether he is to be as renowned a warrior now as he was before or not.

Another curious thing was once related to me by an Indian, whilst taking a trip in a canoe. It is well known that the partridges disappear from the Island just when the gulls make their appearance. He stated that tradition said, that the gulls and partridges were one and the same; that half the year they lived on the water, the other half upon land; and said he, the thing is plain enough: you have only to flatten the beak of the partridge and web his foot and the gull appears; for indeed in color there is a resemblance. But the strangest part of the tale is this:—He said tradition says that these birds are departed Indians, who had been particularly wicked, and therefore are compelled to wander the earth in this shape for punishment.

I shall not enter upon the similarity of these traditions with the doctrine of psychosynthesis and the doctrine of annihilation of the Buddhists; these may be traced out by the more learned and interested; but what the Indian gods really are is unknown, although certain stone and wooden images have been supposed to represent them. An Indian woman once became sick and lay in a trance for some days; fortunately she was not buried, but recovered; she related having been above among the great chiefs that were, who wanted to know what business she had among them, and they advised her to return, but at the same time advised her to take a young man for a husband, which she, having returned to the earth or recovered from trance, very quickly did, although she had two husbands living already. This case is rather peculiar, not only as bearing upon the existence of a future state among the Indians, but in the fact that although Indians may and do possess many wives, yet it is rare for a woman to possess more than one husband. This lady was, however, a great chief, which may make a difference; at all events at her death a large log was placed near her residence, covered with carving and hieroglyphics, which was held in much veneration.

It has already been stated that the rites of the medicine feasts are more numerous and more dreadful the further we go north. Before the persons are here thrown into a mesmeric state, they are (it is said) starved for a long time, until they become pallid and emaciated. It is said that starvation is carried on for two or three weeks, but it is probable that some substance is skilfully administered. When starvation has been carried to a sufficient extent, they are ready for the mesmerist. Here we stop, and know no more; but it is stated by some that the cataleptic condition is produced by rattling before the individual and making all kinds of noises, until the due effect is produced; this, however, is doubtful. It must however be recollected, that the term “medicine feast” has no relation to what we term the medical art; any one can be a doctor who chooses. “Medicine feasts” refers to those things already related.

The effects of these rites upon the Indian mind are very numerous and various; it renders them superstitious, believers in charms, spells, and evil influences. They suppose that with a hair of the head bad medicine may be worked so as to destroy life, either gradually or suddenly. This being the case with hair, blood is considered more potent, so much so that the greatest care is exercised,
Whenever blood is spilled in any way, to see that none of it falls into strange hands. It is not necessary that the bad medicine should be administered; on the contrary, it may act by charm, incantations, &c., from any distance, and may be made either by medicine in their own tribe or from without. Of course none can tell the mode or manner in which such things are made or not, but the belief is strong, as also that of the "evil eye." Many cases of real bodily disease are frequently put down to "evil influences wrought upon the person," and it is not uncommon for an Indian to be shot, who from some cause or other has been suspected of dabbling in the occult sciences. Some idea may now be formed of the power medicine men have over their subordinates; for of all powers, anxiety, superstition, and the belief in charms, spells, &c., are the greatest; in fact, they are the keys of life and death.

Now what are the Indian ideas of diseases proper and their treatment, omitting accidents, wounds and such like? As a rule it is supposed that a person suffering from internal disease, has become possessed of the devil, or has been worked upon by charms and spell. Possessed of a devil, means that a wolf, bear, crow, fox, or some other animal, has taken possession of the patient, or perhaps some other malicious influences. The obvious cause of treatment to the Indian, or to any one else is to drive it or them out again, but the Indian proceeds about it in a peculiar manner. The medicine man or doctor is consulted, who gives his opinion that some animal has possessed the patient and must be got rid of. He summons about two dozen people, who enter the lodge, arrange themselves in a circle around the fire, each one possessing a short stick and a box of flat wood; the patient and doctor are sometimes placed in the midst. After a certain time this circle set up a chant and beat with their sticks upon the boxes or flat pieces of board. The time kept is very good and the tunes often not unpleasant. The doctor now commences his incantations; then uses rattles and makes various noises; rubs, champooes, blows upon the patient and spits upon him, often paints the body black, or places him before the fire and covers him with burn charcoal or leaves, powdered cedar bark, and what not. After a longer or shorter interval spent in these interesting exercises, which are very laborious to the medical attendant, the patient is put to bed and for the most part starved, lest the food should be consumed by his internal enemy.

If the patient recover of course the adversary has been driven out by the potency of the treatment; but if he only partially recover one of two things takes place; he either goes through the same performance again or the doctor declares that although the wolf, bear or whatever it was, has been driven out, still that a beaver, crow, or some other animal has taken his place and the necessary incantations and treatment for the expulsion of this must be had recourse to. Well and good; various modifications of the treatment alluded to, then go on again, until the patient gets well; and when he does he has to pay pretty sweetly his medical adviser. But if the patient dies, he may die because the enemy has taken too strong possession to be dislodged, or it may be considered the fault of the physician, in which case he is very likely to be killed in return, so that the medical practitioner does not enjoy a very enviable position. But even here as in civilized communities, additional advice is often sought, and if the patient be a man of note, half a dozen doctors are by no means extraordinary. Scarifications and sucking the blood are very much employed. A woman was troubled with scalding of the
The abdomen: the doctor said it was full of blood which must be taken out. He set about the treatment as before mentioned with women, sticks, drums, rattles, incantations, and so on, but he determined to suck the blood out. He commenced sucking the skin over the abdomen: after a while he spat a little blood from his mouth; in process of time the quantity increased so that at last he brought out mouthfuls; the floor of the lodge was streaming with blood. The abdomen diminished in size and the patient was well. Where the blood came from must be left to others to judge, but the fact is as stated. Up north post mortem examinations are very frequently made by the doctor before the friends of the deceased, and of course the doctor takes pretty good care, that his diagnosis shall be found correct by the examination. One instance I remember. An Indian died; the diagnosis before death was, that he had a musket ball in his interior placed there by bad medicine. A post mortem examination was held and after some search it was found a musket ball is produced from the intestines. This was certainly a piece of chicanery on the part of the doctor, but it saved his life.

Here is a specimen of white man’s treatment of disease in Indians. A red skin had been ill a long time, with some disease or pain in the stomach; he believed himself possessed of some evil spirit which the Indian doctors could not drive out. A glass of cold water or rather an effervescent draught was given him, and he was told to drink it. He looked astounded to drink the boiling fluid, but yielded and down it went; the Indian only being surprised at its being cold instead of hot. After a few moments as is very common after drinking such draughts, belchings took place and a quantity of gas came up with considerable noise. “Thou!” says the white man, who had his wits about him, “there is the skookum or evil spirit driven out at last and you are cured!” The Indian was not sick afterwards! Of course this disease had been a mere fancy, but no doubt the result of superstitious working upon the mind.

Of medicines proper they may be said to know nothing; but the warm and steam bath is very commonly employed. Sometimes a dose of medicine given by an Indian does not have so good an effect. A settler gave an Indian a dose of salts—the Indian took it and died the same day. The salts was immediately considered to have caused death and the administrator had to concealed himself for some days; otherwise he would have followed his patient to Walthalla. The excitement having subsided, the man returned and remained unharmed. But although they know but little of medicine proper, the recoveries from wounds is very surprising. Injuries that most certainly kill any white man are cured in the Indian, not from any skill in surgical treatment, but I presume from the fact of their being in a more natural or low state, than the white man, for it is said to be an axiom, that the more cultivated or civilized man becomes, the less able is he to bear any very serious wounds or injuries. In the Indian, joints may be shot through and the man recovered, and more than one may be seen, who has been shot in the lungs or abdomen. There was an Indian on the coast who had a buck-shot in his brain—the only inconvenience being headaches upon rapid motion or turning. He lived thus for a long time, but one night he got intoxicated, and the next morning was a corpse.

Second sight is believed among the Indians: individuals can foretell things about to happen; such men are looked upon with veneration by their tribes. The individuals are few in number and do not prophesy often. As a matter of
course but little faith is put in their sayings by white men, but the following incidents are at least curious. An Indian up north related to a white man, that by "second sight" he had seen an English "man-of-war," and that she would be upon the coast in three days from that time. No one about the place expected anything of the kind, and he was laughed at—(a very improper mode of treating an Indian)—but upon the third day, lo and behold, a man-of-war appeared, and more than that; at the time the Indian prophesied the arrival, this ship was hundreds of miles away and therefore could not have been seen by superiority of vision.

A grey-headed venerable man sat pensive and desponding before his lodge; he was a known seer. At length he spake, and at intervals said: "Woe unto you, my children, woe unto you, my friends—destruction awaits many—I see men armed for the fight—they belong to the tribe [naming it] they move on and now they attack you, my friends—the slaughter is fearful. At the third moon from this blood will flow like water on the land—remember what I say, for before that I shall be no more." The old man remained melancholy and dejected and ere long died; but at the time indicated the attack took place. His tribe was unprepared, and frightful slaughter took place—and in truth the blood flowed like water upon the land.

CALIFORNIAN WHORTLEBERRIES.—Whortleberries are said to be unusually plenty, this fall, in Humboldt county.

IN MEMORIAM.

BY W. Y. B. J.

I

THE life-blood of the year is ebbing slowly,
Staining with crimson drops the fallen leaves
Ille who was once so proud now lies there lowly,
While Autumn gathers up her golden sheaves.
The fleeting stars, purple-lipped, has perished,
The rainbow-colored dahlias withered all,
And, like one fond regret which love hath cherished,
Alone the ivy shivers on the wall.

II.

A voice o'berburdened with a low, wild moaning,
Signs out its plaints upon the midnight air,
Like a lost spirit for its sins atoning,
Whose only whisper is the word 'Despair.'
The waves of sound throb wildly 'gainst the shutter,
And fast recede into the darksome night,
Trembling with sadness, like the painful flutter
Of frightened doves in their uncertain flight.
A NIGHT OF HORROR.

III.

The Frost-King is abroad, with magic finger
Twining in Earth's tresses icy curls;
While on her brow his freezing kisses linger
Till morn shall melt them to a crown of pearls;
The naked trees fling out their quivering branches,
Like spectral fingers clasping shadowy forms;
While each hail-smitten crest in fiery launches
A proud defiance to the hissing storms.

IV.

I hear the waves of ocean far rebounding—
The white-keyed organ of the universe—
That in their eager joy, seem ever sounding
Their Maker's praises in majestic verse—
Far, far through rocky halls tim anthem pealing
Fills the vast caverns with its floods of song,
And on the distant ear comes softly stealing
Like sighs of flowrets borne the wind along.

V.

O, winds and waves! with a tumultuous thronging,
Old memories come on sorrow-burdened wing—
Memories of one, who, with an earnest longing,
Drank deep the inspiration which ye bring.
Your trembling lips pronounced a benediction,
Morning and evening, on her youthful pride.—
And when bowed down beneath the great affliction,
Her wounded spirit dropped its wings and died.

A NIGHT OF HORROR.

BY CHAUNCEY.

In the Spring of 1859, having suffered
in health from close study and long
confinement, I was advised by my phy-
sician to take a trip to the country, and
if possible "a little sea air." After due
consideration of his candid advice I cast
aside Chitty and Blackstone, and on a
fine morning in the month of May, found
myself on board one of the Northern
steamers, bound for Victoria, with all
the necessaries for a six weeks tour.

The last shaking of hands was soon over;
the hawsers were cast loose; the wheels
revolved; the steamer swung into the
current; the parting gun was fired; and
away we sped.

On the evening of the second day out,
feeling much better, I remained on deck
longer than usual, and sat at the stern,
watching the luminous light of the steamer's wake, till a feeling of weariness
came over me, and I fell asleep. I had
slept perhaps an hour, when I was awak-
ened by a touch on the shoulder, and,
looking up, was startled by the appear-
ance of a stranger bending over me.
HUTCHINGS' CALIFORNIA MAGAZINE.

There was not a living soul besides ourselves on deck; all had retired. I arose to retire to my cabin, but the stranger pushed me violently back, and laughed with a strangeness, that sent a shudder through my entire frame. He was a large man, and in my weak condition I could not combat with him; but I was on the point of calling help, when he drew a long knife from his pocket, and told me to make no noise, or both of us would die, at the same time remarking with a diabolical chuckle that he could have thrown me overboard as I slept. It is unnecessary to say that I trembled with horror, for I saw that I was in the power of a madman.

I sat still, hoping that some one of the officers of the ship would come around, and then I would be saved; but suddenly the madman cried, "Come, let us jump overboard, and then all is oblivion!"

His eyeballs rolled meanwhile, and his hands twitched with an uneasy motion; there seemed not a moment to be lost,—when, fortunately I thought of a subterfuge, and asked him before taking the final leap that he should give me his history. He looked at me with a suspicious glare for a moment, but seemed to reflect and said, yes, it would be better to give his history first—and seating himself beside me he commenced:

"I was born in Pennsylvania, and my name is Joseph Thorpe. At the age of 13 years, I lost both my parents and was consigned to the care of an uncle. This uncle, having no family of his own, lavished all his kindness upon me. He sent me to school and college and I graduated with honor. I entered a merchant's office, where I remained about three years, when an event occurred, which changed my prospects for life. My employer was a kind-hearted man, very easy-tempered and never found fault with me, and consequently I grew bolder and bolder with him, till one day he reprimanded me severely before all the other clerks. I desired his rebuke, but in my blind passion could not see it, and I swore a bitter oath that I would be revenged, and how do you think I got my revenge?

About three months after the period referred to my employer desired to go to New York, and wished to take his daughter with him, a beautiful young lady who was attending boarding school about forty miles distant. He commissioned me to go for her and I took the train and was soon on the way. But I had not gone far when the fiendish thought entered my head that now the hour of revenge was come! The devil tempted me and I could not resist him. I determined that when the cars should be going at full speed, to push her off.

I soon arrived at the seminary and telling her her father's wish, she was soon prepared. She was, as I said before, a beautiful girl about fifteen years of age, buoyant and merry. Little did she think, poor thing, as she bade good bye to her school mates, that she was never to see them again. Well do I mind the sunny smile that illumined her countenance, as the train began to move towards her father's house. Alas, how soon was that smile to be set in death! As the train rushed on, it seemed as if a thousand fiends were pursuing; and anon as the shrill shriek of the whistle would burst forth, I thought that one of the fiends had at last reached the cars, and that he came towards me and whispered in my ear. I fainted to see a beautiful sight and asked the young lady to step out on the platform, telling her we could see it to better advantage. There were a number of passengers in our car, but they sat with their backs toward us and did not observe me. We gained the platform and, telling her to look in the direction I pointed, I gave her a violent push. The next moment a terrible shriek was heard, and an object flitted by.—The passengers were.
passengers were dumb with horror. The train was stopped; but all that was picked up was a mangled corpse. I played my part so well that I was not even suspected; while I had the satisfaction of seeing her suffer, I might say a thousand deaths—but now a worm was tearing at my heart; remorse was awakened, and I must try and quiet it.

I determined to travel, and went West where I became a Santa Fe trader. I soon gathered a large fortune, and in the exciting life which I led, for a time forgot my crime; but gradually the awful truth burst upon me, that I was pursued by a fiend. Was there no escape? I fled into Mexico and opened a monte table, and for months continued winning, but in one night lost all. I then determined to come to California, where I would dig for gold, and then go to some foreign country and, in an active life try to bury all in oblivion. I soon reached California and went to the Northern Mines, where I was quite successful. But one dark stormy night, the fiend which dogs my steps, peered into my cabin, and whispered in my ear, that the next time he visited me, he would take me. In my agony I shrieked; my brain was on fire. I rushed out endeavoring to escape; but moon fool unconscious. When I regained my senses, they told me that I had been for several days in a delirious condition; that I had accused myself of a horrible crime; but all this was thought to be the effects of the fever, and nothing more was said. I was confined to my bed for a long time afterwards, but at length I recovered. I then determined to escape from California; but my money had all wasted away in medical expenses. I however managed to get to San Francisco, where I found I could work my passage to the North, and I caught at anything to escape."

At this point of the madman's narrative, with which I had become deeply horrified, a dark form was seen to approach. I saw that it was the mate, and oh, how I blazed his appearance; but the poor wretch before me howled with terror, and jumping up he cried, "The fiend! the fiend comes to take me!—I will yet escape," and suiting the action to the word he leaped overboard, and a momentary flash in the luminous track of the steamer was all I saw of him. It was a dark night and the vessel going swiftly, so that an attempt to save him was vain.

The mate told me that just before the sailing of the steamer, one of the old hands had deserted, and that this poor wretch, offering his services, they had been accepted; and he knew nothing more about him. But I had learned enough to know that the fiend that constantly pursued him, was his conscience; and of the truth of his story, I have not the least doubt.

When I retired to my cabin, I threw myself on my knees and thanked God for my narrow escape.

### THE ALLIGATOR IN PYRAMID LAKE

A marvelous, though by no means impossible, story, has created much discussion lately in regard to a nondescript in Pyramid Lake. This inland sea is salt only in the northern portion, while the southern part, where the Truckee river enters it, is fresh. The water is deep, and large fish are found in it. Though certainly not a usual thing to find alligators so far north as this region, yet it is well known that they are common in the southern rivers on the western as well as on the eastern shores of the continent; and it is therefore not improbable that the story of the Saurian in the Great Basin is entitled to credit. It is in any rate worthy of being placed on record. We are perfectly well convinced that there are a number of
discoveries in natural history yet to be made in our neighborhood. There is, for instance, a nondescript beast in the southern part of Oregon; why should there not be a nondescript in Pyramid Lake? The story is thus told by William H. Jardin, in the Sierra Citizen:

Last July, three of us crossed the Truckee river a short distance above the American camp, and proceeded along the northern shore of the lake in search of wild fowl, great numbers of which abound in and about the coves. We had proceeded perhaps three-quarters of a mile, when Mr. Enslow shot a duck which fell some rods from the shore, and continued fluttering a considerable time, when we were amazed to see an extraordinary object driving swiftly towards our game, which suddenly disappeared, amidst great commotion of the water. Enslow exclaimed that it was an alligator; but at my direction we sat quietly in the reeds, in hopes that the creature, whatever it might be, would reappear. Within five minutes the water again showed signs of some large animal in motion, and directly the creature’s head appeared slowly moving towards the shore. The monster slowly crawled on land, its tail dragging through the mud and its legs apparently sustaining its immense body with great difficulty, each leg alternating, like the steps of a sluggish quadruped. Having gained the shore, the creature stopped, within thirty feet of our hiding place, cautiously peering about, I suppose, to observe any lurking danger. Just then, while endeavoring to get a better view of the animal, a brittle stick broke under me with a sharp crack, when he turned about with great haste and awkwardness and made for the lake, in which he suddenly disappeared, but not before receiving two charges of duck-shot, which, I hardly think, did him serious harm. Of course, there could be no doubt of the animal being an alligator; two of us, Enslow and myself, having been familiar with the sight of the creature in the south-western waters. I estimate the dimensions of this one between seven and eight feet long, the head being perhaps twenty inches. On discovering us, the monster raised on his legs, uttering a blowing sound and displaying formidable rows of teeth, but it showed no signs of fight. His color was darker than those of the Mississippi, and less rough, though in other respects I remarked no difference.

PEARL FISHING IN THE GULF OF CALIFORNIA.—A late Mexican journal, published at Ures, in Sonora, notices the fact of a charter of a small schooner by three Americans, for the purpose of pearl fishing in the Gulf of California. They purpose fishing in the Bay of Magelo, where pearls are said to have been found of extraordinary value and astonishing brilliancy. It was here, according to report, that an Englishman named Jeremiah Evans, more than half a century ago, obtained a number of magnificent pearls, of which a collar was subsequently made for the Queen of Spain, which was the admiration of Europe.

The pearls of the Gulf of California are, as a general rule, recognized as superior to all others. The fisheries during the time of the Spanish dominion and even down to within a few years, were carried on with great activity, and were a source of wealth to the people of the California Peninsula; but recently they have declined. The American expedition may have the effect of bringing them into prominent notice again. It is supposed that the value of the shells alone will be sufficient to defray the expenses of the expedition; and that what pearls may be obtained will be clear gain.
THE condensed illustration here given, will enable any one—not already familiar with the shrub—to recognize it; if he attends carefully to the following description.

The Tar Bush, from Sulphur Cave, was presented to us a few days since, by Mr. Hatchings, together with many other rare and interesting novelties of the vegetable kingdom, which we shall notice in detail very shortly.

This bush in particular, so far abounds in California, that to notice all its known localities, would be too tedious. We propose simply to give a short, popular description, in order to make it better known and duly appreciated for its medicinal properties.

The Tar Bush is shrubby, erect, branching, and smooth; three or five feet in height. The recent stems and leaves exude a gum-resin. It is this sticky or pitchy property which is so significantly set forth in the common name.

The thick and leathery leaves are about three or four inches in length and somewhat variable in breadth, often without teeth; elliptical-lance-shaped; tapering gradually into the short leaf-stem, alternately set. The feather-veined appearance of the upper surface is seen in the leaf marked u. They are also often worm eaten, as we see in this example. The lower surface is remarkably not-veined, rendered more conspicuous by the short white down in the little angular interspaces as represented in the leaf showing the lower side. The flowers are rather pretty, of a pale purplish-blue; clustered and coiled rosetoes at the ends of the branches—f. A flower laid open showing the few short stamens—g. The seed-vessel with its two styles—h.

The leaves have a strong terbintine taste, and a fragrant balsamic odor. They are eaten by those suffering from chronic rheumatism and affections of the kidneys and adjacent viscera. Beaten up and applied to eruptions from poison oak, they are also useful—or in salves for ill-conditioned and indolent sores, and for healing cuts &c.

The best method in rheumatism, is to make an infusion by steeping a single handful of the leaves to a pint of water, and drink it during the day. We have had the most emphatic personal assurance of relief, from those who have used it. In one instance of excruciating gout, it was used both internally and externally, with great success. As a healing and indolent poultice, we think it entitled to favor. Its reputation, however, is not fully established in all these respects. There are scarcely be a doubt, even with the most skeptical, as to its beneficial effects as a general tonic.
Our Social Chair.

In social occasions it is good to make due and proper allowances for the individualities and peculiarities of acquaintances and to agree with them on all matters of small importance, rather than mar the general harmony by contradiction and contentions. In this Social Chair we shall accordingly treat all the world and the rest of mankind with politeness; and we hope that the compliment will be returned to us, when we chance to say things that all readers may not endorse or when we write a little too much or a little too little on any given subject. It is a bad state of affairs when a serious man can not unbend once in a while. It is not necessary that he should be boisterous, or tell old stories, or set the table in a roar—that is not our idea of a Social Chair—but every man ought to pay up his proportion of talk, and gossip, and cheerfulness, whenever and wherever these are specially in demand.

Cannot a man be a sociable, pleasant, agreeable, whole-souled fellow, and at the same time be serious and earnest? We know among our living friends some very companionable individuals, who never attempted a pun or cracked a joke in their lives; and among our dead friends, that is to say the literary geniuses, we confess an affection for the sober old fellows as solid companions. To our mind old Montaigne and old Burton and the rest of the old crop of gossips are more companionable than all the jest books in the world; even though they never make us laugh, but only provoke a smile. A good broad laugh here and there, is without doubt a good thing; doctors say it is healthy; that great laughless grow fat, and fat men enjoy life; but it is a matter of doubt whether there is not quite as much and may be more benefit in the chastened and more refined pleasure of a smile than in the boisterous laugh of the equine family. A stumpy speaker will rehash you any quantity of old saws and parade you any number of grotesque images; and you, in common with the rest of his audience, may feel like shattering the benches with your big smile; but after all is said and done, there is not left in the soul that gay and satisfied feeling, which the after dinner talk of a great traveller or a superior man of any kind produces. Cheerfulness is better than joy for its wearing qualities. Jests are like champagne wine, they pop and foam and sparkle for a while, and then are—dull wine.

Reader, have you been to see the wreck of the Granada? If you have not, you have lost an opportunity of being very sentimental. There is something so affecting in the fact that the Granada should have come 14,000 miles, more than half the circumference of the globe, through cold and heat and wind and wave, only to be dashed to pieces at the end of her voyage. She could securely steam her way through the rocks and currents of Magellan; but the passage of the Golden Gate—that was too much for her. Thus a man often sails prosperously down the broad stream of time, braving death and danger in a thousand different horrible forms and shapes, and just as he imagines he is entering the harbor of his hopes and aspirations and carelessly dashes ahead, of a sudden he hears the roar of breakers ahead and sees rocks under his bows. But he is fitted; and it is no use to reverse the engines. G-r-r-l, the steam-tugs will never draw him out into the broad current again. There is another sentiment which this wreck suggests. Captain Howes brings her 14,000 miles without a graze or scratch; and just as the voyage is up he has to trust for the last 20 miles to another. For ninety long days and nights, the vast
TIIE FASHIONS.

THE FASHIONS.

This puts one in mind of politics, which is just now the almost sole topic of excitement. How ought a philosopher to look upon and treat politics, such as we see it around us? Some rail at it; some despise it. We have often seen a couple of tumble-bugs fighting over a round ball of dirt, which each regarded as a treasure though it was in fact but a lump of nastiness—yet it was interesting to witness the strife; it showed the nature of the bugs. Just so does the strife over the spoils of office show the nature of politicians.

The tumble-bug rolls his ball of tumble-bug-wealth together by turning tail on and pushing backwards.

What a happy fellow a Prince must be! Not so much because he has such an abundance of all that wealth can buy; but to be so noticed and caressed by the world; to have the universal Yankee nation at one's feet; to have the New York belles by the ears, who shall have the first dance with you. History nowhere shows that Princes are the happiest of mortals. But it would be glorious to be a Prince—for a change.

Pure blood reminds us that we have had a great show of blooded stock in San Francisco. Mr. Emerson of Santa Clara had a splendid looking specimen, goes he, there, called "Prince of the Pacific"—and this Prince too was noticed and caressed, in his way. It might take a Philadelphian lawyer to tell which of the two Princes ought to feel most flattered at the notice taken of them.

THE FASHIONS.

COATS are cut, first a large Circular reaching as long as to the first flounce on the bottom of the dress, this circular is then slashing to the drop of the shoulder in five pieces, viz: once on each shoulder and three times in the back—a square Pinda sleeve is set in on the back seam of the gore, the other three gores are of the same width, and when this circular is of cloth and the gores of velvet, and the sleeves trimmed with velvet lace and lace—and a hood of velvet is trimmed with a cord and tassels to correspond—the cloak is exceedingly stylish, and in quite new, and is called the "venetian." In trimming up the gore, embroidery is prettiest, but a less expensive and at the same time rich and tasteful trimming is the dainty button, surrounded with lace.

For Misses—plain circulars with hoods, and of one solid color, trimming and all, are worn most. Merinos are most used for the entire suit—garters to match in color,—Leiglins hat with white ostrich feathers, and strings of white. Bonnets.

Bonnets are a size smaller and two sizes shorter at the corners, which are also made wider, and the string is set up a little, and the ties are of narrow ribbons. Bredsmo frames are most used at the present, as velvets are in requisition for the cold weather. They are still made of mixed colors.

Bonnets are gaily trimmed with large red and yellow roses made still more gorgeous by a mixture of bright blue harebells and white snowdrops; indeed nothing, writes our correspondent, can vie in coloring with this Fall's ribbons and flowers but the banks of our glorious Hudson—and whose drapery so profusely magnificent as hers, whose dye stuffs so varied and costly seeming, as those wherein she steeped her woodland foliage?—but we are occupying more than our allotted space, and will stop short by stating that black and bright colors in plaid ribbons and in plaid silks for
dresses are the style in New York. Next month we will speak of bridal dresses.

MONTHLY REPORT OF CURRENT EVENTS.

STATE.

Politics is just now the chief topic of conversation and news throughout the State; and the people generally care for little else, talk of little else, and think of little else than politics. When a mail arrives from the East, the first question asked is a political one. Over the whole State for the last few weeks the cry has been politics, politics, politics; stump-speakers have gone the rounds, treaties have been distributed, letters and circulars have been sent, newspapers by the thousand, newspapers by the million have been printed and distributed; it is the way over the entire Union, and if the people do not vote understandingly at the coming election, it will not be for want of preaching and talking to.

The most exciting and doubtless the most important political news of the last month was the election of Col. E. D. Baker and J. W. Nesmith to the U. S. Senate, from Oregon. Col. Baker is an old Californian, well known to the public as a lawyer and able speaker for many years. The news of his election was received in California with tumultuous and widespread enthusiasm.

Spouting men have hardly had time as yet to avail themselves of the opening of the game season, which commenced in accordance with law on September 15th. The markets, however, attest the fact that the herds of the hunters are heard on the hills, and that the slaughter of the innocent has commenced again.

A number of the newspapers created an excitement by the announcement that the cattle disease, which has lately been so fatal in the East, had made its appearance in California. The report was entirely unfounded, and the State continues quite as healthy for the genus Bovus as for the genus Homo.

The Red Bluff Beacon, or some ill-informed writer of it, says, that the rivulets in the Red Bluff region are not only paved with corns, but that corns is being formed there. It would be easy to point out numerous sections of the country where the rivulets run over corns, which were buried in the old geological periods; but the idea that corns is being formed in fresh water creeks, will not do. We can believe the story of the Alligator in Pyramid Lake; but then fresh water corns are a little too “steep.”

The rainy season made its first decided appearance about the 14th of September. There were showers over the greater part of the State, earlier than for many years past.

The mining news are all favorable, and the season of plenty of water hopefully anticipated. News from Virginia City is of the most cheering kind, and capital is being invested there in large amounts. As an evidence of it, Virginia City is rapidly improving. Silver ore, from Tyrant Lake, is said to have assayed at Sacramento, at the rate of $8,000 per ton.

A discovery of coal is reported within about one hundred miles of Carson City, in the Washoe region. Works are to be erected for the reduction of cinnaht or quicksilver ores, which have been found in great reported richness at Knight's Valley, in Sonoma county.

Petulamnn creek is full of sardines; the steamboats throw them up on the banks in passing along, and immense numbers of pelicans feed and float on them.

The Telegraph was completed as far south as Los Angeles, on October 9th, and we may soon expect a Pony Express by the southern route.

The fisheries at the north of the State are attracting much attention. Whales are plenty off the coast of Del Norte county, and salmon are multitudinous in Klamath, Rob, and other northern rivers.

The Turn Verein Societies of the State had a grand celebration at Stockton, on October 8th and 9th.

Judge Baldwin is reported to be about to resign from the Supreme Bench—happily without a prospect of something better.

The discovery of a new silver mine is reported at Bear Valley, in San Bernardino county, of fabulous richness. The discoverers supposed the ore to be lead, and ran bullion of it—so says the report—but afterwards it was discovered to be silver worth $15,000 a ton. The story is a good one, though the mine may not amount to much.
MONTHLY RECORD.

CITY.

The Bay District Agricultural Society opened their Great Fair on October 4th, the exhibition of stock at the Pioneer Class Course, and that of fish and poultry, and produce and agricultural matters at the Pavilion in this city. The latter place had been opened a few days previously by the Mechanics' Institute, after a month of successful exhibitions, closing up with a grand ball at the time of the fair. The Pavilion was a success, and particularly the stock exhibition and races, which were well patronized.

The General Association of California and the Presbyterian Synod had their regular meetings the first week in October.

Two fires occurred on the night of October 4th, at the same time, one on Drumm near Sacramento street, which destroyed a large portion of property, and the other on Broadway, and Chambers streets, destroying six or seven sail, and other buildings.

Two courses of lectures have been commenced in this city, one a "Military Course" at the Mechanics' Institute, and the other for the benefit of the Church of the Advent at Tucker's Hall.

The British ship-of-the-line "Bengal," which had arrived from Victoria, departed on her way to England, on October 4th.

The steamer "Golden Age," arrived on the 6th October, with the John L. Stephens in tow. The latter steamer had sustained an accident by the breaking of her machinery below Apsen, and had to be towed back. Her passengers and freight were left at Aspen, to be forwarded on the steamer "Delta."" A judgment of over $28,000 was recorded in the U. S. Circuit Court, against the steamer "Delta," on October 6th, in favor of W. H. Chamberlain and others, for breach of passenger contracts, while running in the Garrison line.

Dr. Ver Mehr's Seminary for Young Ladies, on the corner of Bush and Taylor streets, was totally destroyed by fire on the evening of October 10th.

The argument in the great New Almaden Quicksilver Mine case, commenced in the U. S. District Court, on October 8th.

The will of Senator Broderick, deceased, was admitted to Probate on October 9th, after a long and severe contest.

On the 5th of October, the Italians of the city celebrated the success of Garibaldi and his friends, and a general display of the San Francisco flag.

Prince Kinohe, eldest brother to the King of Hawaii, arrived in his schooner about the beginning of October, and made a visit of a couple of weeks.

On the evening of October 10th, the schooner "Granada," while attempting to enter the harbor in a fog, ran upon the rocks near Fort Point, and became a total wreck. She had just come from New York, and was intended for the proposed railroad line.

Beaver Brigadier-General N. S. Clarke, of the U. S. Army, Commandant of the Department of the Pacific, died on October 17th. The military funeral was held, and an imposing display on the occasion of his funeral. The body was conveyed to Beulah, and placed in the Army vaults.

On October 18th, R. D. Baker, the new U. S. Senator from Oregon, arrived from the North, on his way to Washington, and was received with salutes by his political friends.

G. W. Buleman, counsel at Yorke's, on a visit to San Francisco, advertised that the creditors of Harry Meigs to call upon him and settle their accounts.

The schooner "J. B. Ford," 119 feet long and 280 tons register, the largest sailing vessel ever built in California, was launched in this city on October 15th.

The steamer "Hornse Taylor" arrived in port on October 21st.

U. S. Senator Baker of Oregon, who arrived on the steamer Brother Jonathan on October 13th, received his friends at Yorke's Academy of Music on October 22nd. He was greeted by an immense throng of all parties.

The New Almaden case in the U. S. District Court was being argued, when we went to press. Mr. Pechey of the planteo made an opening address of seven days in length. Mr. Randolph for the Government followed at nearly as great a length. J. B. Benjamin was to follow him, and then he was to reply. Reverdy Johnson was to come next, and then Mr. Randolph's close.

A horrible murder, or series of murders, was committed at the ranch of Theophilus Johnson, near Lone Mountain Cemetery, on October 23rd. Mrs. Johnson, her daughter, (thirteen years of age), and a hired man named William Cook, were murdered by having their skulls beaten in with an axe. It seems probable that Cook was murdered first, by an enemy, and the other two to put the witnesses out of the way. So close to the perpetrator or perpetrators, could be discovered.
Editor's Table.

What does the general public want to read? In other words: what is the most acceptable matter for a Californian Magazine? This question will be answered in different ways by different persons, and each will speak according to his own wisdom or folly. In so far as the community is gossipy, it will want gossip; in so far as it is scientific, it will want science. The general style of a writer shows not only his own character but the character of all, who read him with pleasure.

If we take up a book of Dickens' for instance, we find that his chief characteristic is a good heart, and that he writes for the good-hearts of men. It is so less a compliment to human nature than to himself that he finds so many readers. If we take up a newspaper of wide circulation, we can form a pretty accurate idea of the general character of the community where it is taken; and, on the other hand, if it is desired to give a newspaper a wide circulation, it must be in character with the spirit of its time and place. The community moulds the newspaper much more than the newspaper the community.

The same rule applies to a Magazine; it must adapt itself to the general intelligence and feelings of the community. We have an idea that the general reading public of California and particularly the mining population have been underrated, that they have not been given credit for the real degree of intelligence and good taste which they possess. A great many persons suppose that the only literature fit for the miners is of the "yellow-breeched" description; but we must differ from them, differ from them not only in opinion but in practice. We have an abiding faith that the people want solid information and a sober, common-sense view of topics of interest—and we shall endeavor, as far as is in our power lies, to supply them.

We have thrown out these remarks in answer to a remark made about our last number. We therein stated that it would be partly our desire in popularizing science in so far as it might come up in our treatment of Californian subjects. A friend remarked that a Magazine was only valuable in so far as it enabled a reader to throw away his time pleasantly. Our answer was then, and it is now, that it was of vital importance to make a Magazine pleasant reading; but we have a higher respect for the intelligence of the reading public than to subscribe to the "throwing away" portion of the remark.

We frequently find in the newspapers from the interior, notices of subjects of scientific or semi-scientific interest. We might cite as an illustration, the notices a few years ago of the tarantula and its winged enemy. Probably every reading man in the State read those notices and remembers them, and doubtless read them with more pleasure and remembers them with more distinctness than any mere editorial matter which has ever been published. So we find that any notice giving new or important information in regard to the natural history of the Pacific coast is eagerly copied from journal to journal; and we cannot but believe that such matter is acceptable to the reading public.

These considerations will explain why we have already given and shall continue to give a portion of our space to matters of a scientific cast, though it is by no means the intention to make them the exclusive subject of notice and treatment.
EDITOR'S TABLE.

Liturgic Notice.


When a man takes delight in any particular branch of study, he is almost certain of attaining eminence in that department. It is a loss to the world when a devoted student in any of Nature's great mysteries possesses the power to learn, and yet has not the gift to teach. And observations and experience gives ample evidence that good scholars are not, per se, good teachers. Mr. Lewes, however, while he gives abundant proof, in the volume before us, that he has the former, shows also that he is endowed with the latter to an eminent degree. This author takes the reader by the hand, so to speak, and says "come with me, and lovingly study Nature," and as he opens up this wonder, and explains that profound study, light breaks in upon the mind and opens up new fields of studious recreation. We should like to see such works as this in every school, and made to supersede the misty and meaningless rubish generally put into the hands of the young as "Moral Science" and "Intellectual Philosophy," the dry details of which only serve the more to mystify,—if not altogether disgust,—the youthful student, and set him against metaphysical studies altogether. This volume is a valuable addition to our literature, especially as showing the connecting links between the vegetable and animal world.

Mr. Franklin's. By the Author of "The Lamp-lighter," and "Mabel Vaughan." Published by Ticknor & Fields, Boston. Sold by A. Roman, San Francisco.

All readers of Miss Cummings' first work "The Lamp-lighter," will readily and pleasantly call to mind the characteristic pictures of city life in New York there presented. In this new volume the imagination is transported into Syria, there to witness the beautifully wild, romantic scenes of Mount Lebanon, and to become familiar to with the interesting employments and habits of the residents of that remarkable land. The plot of the tale is very well told, and the characters and their customs remarkably well painted. The author in this work has added new laurels to her already well-won reputation.


When we read this author's first work we received the impression that his style was somewhat affected. That affectation he has lost, and our taste has undergone a change. His native ability brought to bear on the themes upon which he writes, takes you out of the author into the subject. The vigor and life-like readiness with which he portrays the scenes and people in the tropics, is very entertaining, and leaves the conviction that the writer possesses a penetrating and impartial mind. This work, picturing as it does the present condition of those countries—especially of Cuba—and their inhabitants, should be read by every sincere friend of the colored race, both North and South.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE CHEMISTRY OF GOLD, SILVER, QUINQUEL SILVER AND LEAD, treating the crude ores from the mines through the various Mechanical and Metallurgical labors, until the pure mineral is obtained. Collected from the best sources, and his own Practical Experience, by Howard Pique. Printed by Towne & Boston, San Francisco. For sale by H. H. Bache & Co. & Co.

This is a valuable little book of 123 pages, just published in this city, giving in a clear, condensed and well-arranged form a knowledge of the chemical properties of the metals named, particularly with reference to practical mining and assaying. It explains the various methods of treating the ores in the most celebrated mines in the world, and given clear and intelligible directions for reductions, refinings, furnace building, amalgamation, and so on, illustrating the whole with thirty-seven wood cuts. The miner, who does not clearly
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know all that the book contains, should inform himself as soon as possible. Mr. Piquet's book is more than a practical treatise; it is, to our mind, very interesting reading matter.


Ferdinand Grevillo is the hero, and Laura Heathcote the heroine of this novel. They love each other, and are betrothed. After this it is discovered that the father of Grevillo has forged several papers, and in order to secure their destruction the hero agrees to give up Laura, and at the request of Mrs. Heathcote, who possesses the forged papers, to use his utmost influence to form a match between Laura and the Earl of Berrymoor. This union is instigated by her mother, to revenge herself on a sister who, having married a nobleman, looked down upon her as the untitled wife of a mercenary. This union is consummated, and a young girl in her teens marries a man of fifty, and who proves to be the father of Ferdinand, so that the sacrifice made by the hero in giving up Laura is found to be altogether unnecessary. The story is simply and pleasingly told, and, although not of the highest order, is very interesting.


To those very dyspeptic-looking and long-faced people who do not wish to be cured, and afterwards die laughing, we recommend them by no manner of means to buy this book. Its titles leaves nothing for us to say, except that "the half is not there told," for it is full to overflowing with racy wit and sparkling good-natured humor.
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know all that the book contains, should inform himself as soon as possible. Mr. Pique's book is more than a Practical treatise; it is, to our mind, very interesting reading matter.


Ferdinand Greville is the hero, and Laura Heathcote the heroine of this novel. They love each other, and are betrothed. After this it is discovered that the father of Greville has forged several papers, and in order to secure their destruction the hero agrees to give up Laura, and at the request of Mrs. Heathcote, who possesses the forged papers, to use his utmost influence to form a match between Laura and the Earl of Ravenswood. This union is instigated by her mother, to revenge herself on a sister who, having married a nobleman, looked down upon her as the untitled wife of a merchant. This union is consummated, and a young girl in her teens marries a man of fifty, and who proves to be the father of Ferdinand, so that the sacrifice made by the hero in giving up Laura is found to be altogether unnecessary. The story is simply and pleasantly told, and, although not of the highest order, is very interesting.

The Hard of a Thousand Strings; or Laughter for a Life-time. "Conceived, compiled, and comically concocted by Braxton, sided, added and abetted by over 200 curious knots, from Original Designs carefully drawn out by Beckett, Hopkin, Darley, &c., &c., to say nothing of Leech, Pliny, Doyle, Cruikshank, Meadows, and others." The whole engraved by S. P. Avery. Published by Dick & Fitzgerald, New York. A. Roman, San Francisco.

To those very dyspeptic-looking and long-faced people who do not wish to be cured, and afterwards die laughing, we recommend them by no manner of means to buy this book. Its title leaves nothing for us to say, except that "the half is not there told," for it is full to overflowing with racy wit and sparkling good-natured humor.
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ADVERTISING SUPPLEMENT.

Pacific EAR INFIRMARY.

Important to the Deaf and Deaf Dumb.

DR. PILKINGTON,
Late Proprietor of the Institution for the Deaf at St. Louis, Missouri, and Chicago, Illinois.

Has arrived, and may be consulted at the corner of Montgomery and California, St. (Carpenters' Building, up stairs), San Francisco. Early attention is desired.

Deafness, Dizziness, Ear Ache, Catarrh, Noise in the Head, and all Discharges from the Ear, Mouth, or Nostrils, entirely removed.

A number of years of unceasing attention to Diseases of the Ear as a specialty, has enabled him to make many improvements in all that has heretofore been known of interior medicine and surgery, and to acquire such a degree of success as cannot be attributed to the immortal. A great number of certificates and testimonials can be seen at his office, from many well known citizens in different parts of the United States, which, the affidavits in a degree, a letter of inquiry, containing a strong in proper answer, will receive immediate attention. Address to

DR. PILKINGTON,
Ear Infirmary, San Francisco.

PIANO FORTES
AND
MELODEONS,
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
AND SINGERS' SEWING MACHINES.

The next Session of this Seminary will commence on Wednesday, the 14th of October next, and will close on Monday, the 19th of June, 1861.

Misrepresentations, which have come to the knowledge of the Principal, compel her to draw the special attention of parents, guardians, and all interested in the matter, to the following rule of the institution, from which there is never any deviation:

"Young ladies entrusted to the care of the Principal, and boarding in the Institution, are never allowed to frequent balls or parties. They never leave even the precincts of the Seminary, unless accompanied by their parents or one or more of their teachers."

For further particulars apply to
MARY ATKINS, Principal.

YOUNG LADIES' SEMINARY.

THE NEXT SESSION OF

-ADVERTISING SUPPLEMENT.-

Pianos, Sheet Music, Strings, Instruments.

RASCHEL & SONS.

101 Washington St.

ROMAN VIOLIN & GUITAR STRINGS.

INSTRUMENTS TUNED AND REPAIRED.

Old Instruments taken in Exchange.

MARY ATKINS, Principal.

SINGERS' SEWING MACHINES.

The market and ever extending necessity of SINGERS' SEWING MACHINES, both in America and Europe, is such that it is now the duty of all manufacturers to establish a factory for the production of these machines. Sewing Machines, whether of keyboard, pedal or treadle, are dear to the heart of the musician and the orchestra. In their perfection, they are the pride of every singer, and it is to a musician economy to lose any money that may be saved by the purchase of inferior instruments, and then what is so regrettable as to buy and capitalize it.

SINGERS' FAMILY MACHINES, the most complete and perfect family machine ever manufactured, having in its design and construction, a machine that will do the work of any number of the less expensive, and adapted to every variety of work, are only made for SINGERS. Price from $30 and $100. In a large number of models, for all kinds of manufacturing, are without rivals. Prices reduced to $50 and $75.

All of our machines take the lower lock stitch, which is the best known. Please call and see the model.

J. H. BUNNELL, Agent, 47 Montgomery St.

MISCELLANEOUS.
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RASCHEL & SONS.

101 Washington St.

ROMAN VIOLIN & GUITAR STRINGS.

INSTRUMENTS TUNED AND REPAIRED.

Old Instruments taken in Exchange.

MARY ATKINS, Principal.

SINGERS' SEWING MACHINES.

The market and ever extending necessity of SINGERS' SEWING MACHINES, both in America and Europe, is such that it is now the duty of all manufacturers to establish a factory for the production of these machines. Sewing Machines, whether of keyboard, pedal or treadle, are dear to the heart of the musician and the orchestra. In their perfection, they are the pride of every singer, and it is to a musician economy to lose any money that may be saved by the purchase of inferior instruments, and then what is so regrettable as to buy and capitalize it.

SINGERS' FAMILY MACHINES, the most complete and perfect family machine ever manufactured, having in its design and construction, a machine that will do the work of any number of the less expensive, and adapted to every variety of work, are only made for SINGERS. Price from $30 and $100. In a large number of models, for all kinds of manufacturing, are without rivals. Prices reduced to $50 and $75.

All of our machines take the lower lock stitch, which is the best known. Please call and see the model.

J. H. BUNNELL, Agent, 47 Montgomery St.

MISCELLANEOUS.

YOUNG LADIES' SEMINARY.

MARY ATKINS, Principal.

SMITH'S MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
J. R. MEAD & CO.,
IMPORTERS, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN
FINE CLOTHING,
AND
GENTLEMEN'S FURNISHING GOODS,
TRUNKS, VALISES, CARPET BAGS; &c.
Corner of Washington and Sansome Streets,
SAN FRANCISCO.

W. S. C.
CLUB HOUSE GIN

The undersigned, sole Agents of the above GIN, offer it to the public as the finest Holland Gin, and the only GENUINE CLUB HOUSE GIN, imported to this market.

It is put up in GREEN OASIS, and branded W. S. C., CLUB HOUSE.

We shall continue to receive the above GIN regularly. Also,

Pure Valambrosia Whisky, in flasks; Pure Nectar Whisky,
in new style bottles; Pure Bourbon Whisky.

The above Liquors are from the well-known house of W. S. CORWIN & CO.,
New York, and are guaranteed fine and pure.

W. B. CUMMINGS & CO.,
No. 50 California Street, SAN FRANCISCO.

WHAT CHEER HOUSE,
SAN FRANCISCO,
Is the BEST, CHEAPEST and LARGEST HOTEL in California.

FIRST CLASS BOARD, $5 00 PER WEEK,
INCLUDING FREE BATHS.

The best of Lodgings, 50 cts. per night, and at cheaper rates by the Week.

SHOWER BATHS
FREE to all the guests of the HOUSE, and are kept well supplied with Towels.

NO LIQUORS kept on the premises.

A LARGE FIRE-PROOF SAFE,
WITH COMBINATION LOCK, KEPT IN THE OFFICE.

The READING ROOM, LIBRARY and MUSEUM, are open during all hours of the Day and evening, to the FREE use of all the guests.

It is the House, above all others, where MERCHANTS, MINERS, MECHANICS,
and all other classes can, at all times, secure superior accommodations at low prices.

Baths, hot and cold, can be enjoyed daily, by the public generally, at 25 cts. each.

R. B. WOODWARD, Proprietor.
$100,000
WORTH OF
BOOTS AND SHOES,
AT RETAIL.

GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES.

Goods sold at this Establishment, are superior to any offered
in this Country, as regards their beauty, shape and durability.

TO SAVE TIME and MONEY, Go to

HOLCOMBE BRO'S,
Downtown Store—Cor. Sacramento and Leidesdorff Sts.
SAN FRANCISCO.

HANKS & PACKARD,
DEALERS IN
PAINTS, OILS,
Artists’ Materials.

WINDOW GLASS,
BRUSHES, Etc.
90 CLAY STREET,
Opposite Railroad House.
SAN FRANCISCO.

JUST PUBLISHED!
A
NEW MAP OF CALIFORNIA
FOR 1860.

Maps on Rollers suitable for Offices,
EACH $2.50;
Pocket Editions, $1.00 each.
A Liberal Discount made to the Trade.

Hutchings & Rosenfield,
PUBLISHERS,
SAN FRANCISCO.
COAL OIL LAMPS!

In Endless Variety,
STYLE AND PRICE.
Including Chandeliers for Churches and Public Rooms, Suspensions and Side Lamps, for Saloons, Boudoirs and Stories. Parlor Lamps, Broach Lamps, Strand Lamps, Reading Lamps, Oil and Lamp, Street Lamps, Glare-doors, Hanging Lamps, Kitchen Lamps, Coal Oil Wicks, Stable, Lanterns, Outside Lanterns, Chimney, Burner, Bracket Lamps, Hanging Lamps, Glass Lamps, Glass, Basins, etc.

KEROSENE & COAL OIL
AT GREATLY
REDUCED RATES.

ALSO, THE PATENT
ÆRO-VAPOR COOKING STOVES

Adapted to all kinds of Cooking and Ironing, Chemical Laboratories, Sick Rooms, etc., without the use of Wood or Coal, by the use of Hydro-Carbon Vapor, in combination with Atmospheric Air, at an expense of 4 or 5 cts. an hour.

These Stoves will heat flat irons in five minutes; will bake biscuits in ten minutes; will boil beef in six minutes; will boil water in eight minutes.

All wishing to avoid the heat and trouble attending cooking with wood or coal, are respectfully requested to call and examine for themselves. For Sale at Retail,

No. 90 MONTGOMERY STREET, (East side),
Three doors South of California, and on WASHINGTON STREET, 3d door below STOCKTON.

WHOLESALE STORE,
CORNER OF FRONT AND CALIFORNIA STREETS,
STANFORD BROTHERS,
Pacific Oil and Camphene Works.
MERCHAND. WE advertise to let you know
Oil, etc., of whom to buy, and where to go.

THOMAS TENNENT,
Mathematical and Nautical Instrument Maker,
SIGN OF THE WOODEN SAILOR,
BATTERY ST., opposite the Custom House,
SAN FRANCISCO.

MECHANIC.
Our esteemed patrons,
who we are.
We have a new.
We sell the best.

MINER.
We have a new.
We sell the best.

SAILOR.
We have a new.

EASTMAN & LOOMIS,
DESIGNERS & ENGRAVERS.
151 CLAY STREET. San Francisco.

ALEXANDER BUSWELL,
PRACTICAL BOOK BINDER,
No. 103 CLAY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

If you advertise, you'll find
That you will never run behind.

Buy your CLOTHING at QUINCY HALL.
The Largest Clothing Establishment on the Pacific Coast.
149 & 151 Washington St., Montgomery Block,
SAN FRANCISCO.
ADVERTISING SUPPLEMENT.

3 PREMIUMS
WERE AWARDED TO THE
Hydro-Chloric Washing Machine
AT 3 FAIRS IN SUCCESSION,
WHEN IN COMPETITION WITH THE BEST WASHING MACHINES IN
THE UNITED STATES.

FIRST PREMIUM was awarded to the Hydro-Chloric Washer, at
the Mechanics' Institute Fair, held in the City of San Francisco, California, during the month of September, 1860.

FIRST PREMIUM was awarded to the Hydro-Chloric Washer, at
the State Agricultural Fair, held in Sacramento City, California, during the month of September, 1860.

AND A SPECIAL PREMIUM
Was awarded to the Hydro-Chloric Washer, when in competition with all
the best Washing Machines of the United States, at the Bay District Agricultural Fair, held in the City of San Francisco, California, on the 8th, 9th, 10th and 11th of September, 1860.

GOOD FOR THE OWNERS:
Said Machine will heat twenty-five gallons of Water in eighteen minutes, and can wash twenty-four shirts in thorough style, in twenty-five minutes, without the least damage.

HOUSE WIVES! Why don't you go and buy our Machines of
KNAFF & BURBELL, Washington Street, near Front, San Francisco, California; also, H. L. SHAUG & J. T. YOTAP, L Street, between 8th and 9th, No. 233, Sacramento City, California?

P. S.—Reader, if you would like to make the nett sum of $10,000 or $15,000, send to our agents and get our Circulars, and each of them will teach you that C. W. SHAUG can sell you a Patent on any of twenty-two States, for making Machines or selling County-Rights, so that any man can get rich in three years on small capital and due energy. Good property or Cash will be taken in exchange for Patent-Rights.

Don't forget to send and get our Circulars, they can teach you by actual proof what our Machines can perform.

C. W. SHAUG & L. W. NELSON,
Joint Owners of the Patent-Right for this State.

H. M. COOMBS & L. W. NELSON,
Of Portland, Oregon, Patentees.
ADVERTISING SUPPLEMENT.

LARGE LITHOGRAPHIC VIEWS
OF SAN FRANCISCO,
YO-SEMITE VALLEY,
BIG TREES, &c.
AT Hutchings & Rosenfields
146 MONTGOMERY STREET,
SAN FRANCISCO.

HODGE & WOOD,
IMPORTING STATIONERS
And Wholesale Dealers in
BLANK BOOKS
AND
Cheap Publications,
114 and 116 CLAY STREET,
SAN FRANCISCO.

EVERY article pertaining to our trade constantly on hand, and sold at the very lowest market rates.

We would particularly call the attention of Country Dealers to our stock, assuring them of entire satisfaction.

ORDERS FROM THE COUNTRY RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED.

HALL'S
Yellow Dock & Iodide of Potass
PREPARED from the Root and Jamaica Berberis, and English Iodide of Potass—constituting a RESTORATIVE and CURE of the BLOOD. It cleanses the system of all mafual and impure matters—removes Pains, Knots and Swellings from the Skin—cures Rheumatism and Pains of all kinds. All who can afford ought to have it, as it tends to give them strength, and prolong life, sold by Druggists generally, at $1 per bottle.

R. HALL & Co., Proprietors,
Wholesale Druggists, 114 and 116 Clay Street, San Francisco.

GEORGE J. BROOKS & CO.,
PAPER WAREHOUSE
123 Sansome,
CORNERS OF MERCHANT STREET,
SAN FRANCISCO.

Importers and Dealers in
PRINTING, WRAPPING AND WRITING PAPERS.
Of every description; also,
PRINTERS' MATERIALS,
BOOK, NEWS AND COLORED IKKS.

B. F. STERETT,
BOOK AND JOB PRINTER,
145 Clay St., near Leidendorf,
SAN FRANCISCO.

REPEATEDLY calls the attention of the pub- lic to his establishment, being well provided with all the modern improvements in presses and materials, he can turn out a work at very short notice and at very low rates.

Interior Mechanics, visiting the city, will make a great saving by having their CALICOES, BILLHEADS, &c., done here, as the rates are very little in advance of those in the Eastern States. Orders by express punctually attended to, and all work guaranteed to give entire satisfaction.

Fine Enamelled Business Cards, $5 per thousand; Bill Heads, $5 to $10; and a reduction of 30 per cent. for each additional thousand.

All other kinds of Printing at the same low Rates.

Remember the number,
145 CLAY STREET,
Six doors below Montgomery.

B. F. STERETT.
## PACIFIC INSURANCE AGENCY

**N. E. Corner of Clay and Battery Sts.**

---

### M'LEAN & FOWLER

**FIRE and MARINE**

**Agents and Average Adjustment**

**OFFER INSURANCE in the following well-known & responsible Co's:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FIRE</th>
<th>Marine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HARTFORD FIRE INSURANCE CO.</td>
<td>HARTFORD NEPTUNE FIRE &amp; MARINE INSURANCE CO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHOENIX INSURANCE CO.</td>
<td>PHILADELPHIA NEPTUNE FIRE &amp; MARINE INSURANCE CO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERCHANTS' INSURANCE CO.</td>
<td>PHILADELPHIA NEPTUNE FIRE &amp; MARINE INSURANCE CO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARTFORD CITY FIRE INSURANCE CO.</td>
<td>PHILADELPHIA NEPTUNE FIRE &amp; MARINE INSURANCE CO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUARTER OAK INSURANCE CO.</td>
<td>PHILADELPHIA NEPTUNE FIRE &amp; MARINE INSURANCE CO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METROPOLITAN FIRE INSURANCE CO.</td>
<td>NEW YORK NEPTUNE FIRE &amp; MARINE INSURANCE CO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOODHUE FIRE INSURANCE CO.</td>
<td>NEW YORK NEPTUNE FIRE &amp; MARINE INSURANCE CO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIRARD FIRE &amp; MARINE INSURANCE CO.</td>
<td>NEW YORK NEPTUNE FIRE &amp; MARINE INSURANCE CO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUAKER CITY INSURANCE CO.</td>
<td>NEW YORK NEPTUNE FIRE &amp; MARINE INSURANCE CO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARTFORD CITY FIRE INSURANCE CO.</td>
<td>PHILADELPHIA NEPTUNE FIRE &amp; MARINE INSURANCE CO.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**ALL LOSSES, Fire and Marine, in the above Companies PAID HERE as heretofore, immediately upon adjustment.**

---

**Marine Risks of Cargo, Freight and Treasure**

- COLUMBIAN INSURANCE CO.
- NEPTUNE INSURANCE CO.

---

**McLEAN & FOWLER, Agents.**

---

**SELECT FIRE RISKS taken in all parts of the State, on application to our Country Surveyors, in their respective districts.**
PIANO and MUSIC STORE.

Sole Agents for Pianofortes from the following Celebrated Factories—
Raven & Bacon, New York; Hallet & Davis, Boston; Boardman & Gray, Albany; and Brown & Allen, Boston.

Satisfaction Guaranteed! Prices LOW!

MELODIONS and HARMONIUMS, in great variety. MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, of all kinds. Reeds, Gabel and Violin Strings, of direct importation.

GRAY & HERWIG,
No. 163 Clay Street, - San Francisco.

KOHLER'S
PUBLISHER
AND
DEALER
in Highly and Popular
Sheet Music,
AND
ALL KINDS
of
Music Books.

CARRIE & DAMON,
IMPORTERS AND SHIPPERS OF
STATIONERY,
STANDARD AND MISCELLANEOUS
BOOKS,
AND
CHEAP PUBLICATIONS,
98 Battery St.,
EAST SIDE, NEAR CLAY STREET,
SAN FRANCISCO.

Their attention is invited to our extensive assortment of
STAPLE AND FANCY STATIONERY,
which embraces every article in the trade.
Orders from the country solicited, and promptly filled, at prices which defy competition.

TYLER BROTHERS,
IMPORTERS OF
STATIONERY,
SCHOOL AND MISCELLANEOUS
BOOKS AND
FANCY ARTICLES.
No. 180 WASHINGTON STREET,
SAN FRANCISCO.
CALIFORNIA.

AMUSEMENTS.
Maguire's Opera House.—The ITALIAN and ENGLISH OPERA TROUPES are playing their Farewell Engagement at this House. The Popular actress MRS. JULIA DEANE HAYNE is in the bill. Admission, Dress Circle, 50; Parquette, 30 cts.

CHAS. F. ROBINSON, PRINTER, 111 CLAY STREET, S. F.
TOYS!

250 CASES
OF
GERMAN, FRENCH AND AMERICAN TOYS
Of every description, per-late arrivals.

China and Porcelain Goods.
Vases, Cups and Saucers, Flacons, Inkstands, Jewelry Boxes, Match Boxes, Statuettes, What-Not Ornaments, &c., &c.

FINE BOHEMIAN GLASS AND CRYSTAL

COMBS, BRUSHES, PERFUMERY, &c.
FROM FRENCH, ENGLISH AND AMERICAN MANUFACTURERS.

PIANOS AND OTHER MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS,
Brass Instruments, Guitars, Violins, Accordeons, &c., the largest and best assorted Stock in California.

PIANOS RENTED, TUNED AND REPAIRED,
ON THE MOST REASONABLE TERMS.

MUSIC BOOKS AND SHEET MUSIC,
All of the Latest and most Popular Publications.

ROMAN SSS STRINGS.
The undersigned is Sole Agent for these Celebrated Strings, which are known to be the best in the World.

A. KOHLER.
Wholesale Warerooms, Sansome Street, between Clay and Commercial.
Retail Stores, 178 Washington Street, 276 Stockton Street.